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Many populations exhibit collective behavior, where interactions among nearby

individuals scale up to cause emergent patterns in the behavior of groups, as in

the coordinated movement of a flock of birds or a school of fish. Populations

influenced by collective behavior violate the assumption of mass action that un-

derlies most ecological models, in which individuals are viewed as statistically

independent. However, the ecological significance of collective behavior is not

well understood, because studies have been limited to populations where high

throughput ethological data is available, such as in the laboratory or in com-

puter simulations. This dissertation tests for the signal of collective behavior in

ecological data—data on the distribution patterns of organisms collected on a

coarser spatial and temporal scale than the underlying processes—and exam-

ines the influence of collective behavior on population dynamics. Data on the

locations of migratory caribou (collected every five days by satellite tracking

collars) are shown to be generated by two distinct processes. The first process

creates broad-scale spatiotemporal order in movement patterns, and is likely

driven by seasonally and spatially fluctuating environmental and physiological

cues. The second process creates finer-scale order that is likely due to behavioral

interactions among nearby individuals. The strength of alignment in the veloc-

ities of nearby individuals varies systematically with time of year, suggesting

that collective behavior can be a dynamic property of migratory populations.



The dissertation then considers collective mobility patterns in humans, analyz-

ing census data on the commuting patterns of workers in Canadian cities. The

level of order in commuting patterns varies systematically among cities. In par-

ticular, in some cities a disproportionate number of workers travel to work in a

few focal locations. Simulations of the spread of a respiratory infection in each

city predict differences among cities in the risk of an epidemic, due to system-

atic variation in the level of order in the commuting patterns of workers. In

particular, larger cities tend to be more highly organized and, as a result, have

a disproportionately higher probability of sparking an epidemic. The disserta-

tion then explores the role of large cities in supporting the emergence of a new

strain of influenza in dogs. The analysis combines demographic data on animal

shelters in the United States, molecular data from the pathogen and seropreva-

lence estimates from the literature to show that large animal shelters in major

metropolitan areas function as endemic reservoirs for the virus, facilitating spo-

radic outbreaks in the wider population. In sum the dissertation research shows

that collective behavior can sometimes be detected and characterized in ecolog-

ical data without recourse to fine-scale behavioral observations, and that collec-

tive behavior can significantly alter population dynamics at broad spatial and

temporal scales.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A population of organisms is defined by the potential for its constituents to in-

teract. These interactions play an important role in ecological and evolutionary

dynamics, encompassing sexual reproduction, resource competition, and the

transmission of infectious diseases. Many standard models of population dy-

namics, including those of Malthus [1], Verhulst [2], Lotka and Volterra [3, 4],

Kermack and McKendrick [5], Holling [6], and Rosenzweig and MacArthur [7],

correspond to the general form

dx
dt

= xg(x, y) (1.1)

where the influence of the individual behaviors that determine population dy-

namics are simply described by a per-capita population growth rate function

g. This per-capita rate is determined by current population size x(t) and other

time-varying quantities, y(t), including the sizes of other populations, or envi-

ronmental conditions such as temperature or nutrient availability.

Despite their prevalence and apparent generality, these models make a

strong assumption about how interactions among individuals affect the dynam-

ics of populations. The assumption is that it does not matter which individuals

interact. Rather population growth is assumed to depend only on the average

rate of interaction, which is determined solely by x and y. This is the mean field

approach to modeling population dynamics, originating from the law of mass

action first described by Waage and Gulberg in 1864 for chemical reactions [8, 9].

By focusing on average interaction rates instead of individual interactions,

mean field models act as if individual behavior is independent and identically
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distributed. This greatly simplifies theory [9], and has been productive to the

extent that some mean field models have been suggested to represent ecological

laws [10]. The mean field approach has been successfully applied in many sce-

narios, including spatial dynamics [11] such as the spread of advantageous mu-

tations [12] or invading organisms [13], the dynamics of age or stage structured

populations [14, 15], and interactions between ecological and evolutionary dy-

namics such as in the evolution of trait-mediated defense in predator-prey sys-

tems [16] and in the spread and evolution of infectious pathogens [17].

Mean field models may succeed for three reasons. First, individuals may

be independent in a statistical sense despite their interactions with one another.

Interacting individuals are not guaranteed to achieve a correlation in behavior

sufficient to separate a population’s trajectory from the predications of a mean

field model. Second, populations of independent individuals can still generate

cohesive patterns. For example, diffusion is characterized by a cohesive pattern

among large numbers of particles, originating from the independent brownian

motion of each one [18]. So mean field models can make a range of predictions

that can be tested with data from real populations. Finally, mean field theory

does not simply ignore the complexity of individual interactions, rather it at-

tempts to find simpler models that accurately describe the net outcome of these

interactions. For example, mean field models can include more state variables

to capture higher statistical moments of the spatial distribution of a population

(such as variance in density over space). In some cases, these higher moments

can be described as deterministic functions of the lower ones, allowing an ex-

act moment closure that produces a simple and reliable mean field model [19].

More generally, reliable simpler models for classic high-dimensional systems do

exist, such as the diffusion equation for the stochastic movement of independent

2



particles [20].

However, there are conditions that are common in biological populations

under which a mean field approach yields misleading results. For example, in-

fectious contact networks—expressing which pairs of individuals have contact

that would be capable of transmitting a disease—built by simple algorithms for

individual behavior, can have disease dynamics that depend on their topology,

and not only on the mean per-capita transmission rate [21, 22, 23, 24]. Another

example concerns evolutionary dynamics in structured populations where in-

dividuals are selectively replaced with their neighbors’ offspring [25]. Rules for

who can replace whom are given by a directed graph, where individuals are

vertices and neighbor relationships are edges. When a mutant appears in the

population, the topology of the graph can amplify either selection (increasing

the probability that an advantageous mutation will become fixed in the popu-

lation), or drift (favoring the fixation of random mutations). Crucially, selection

or drift amplification occur more readily in populations whose graph is more

highly organized (in the sense of a statistically significant departure from a ho-

mogeneous random graph) [25]. More generally, self organization is a defining

feature of life [26]. And so it is in some ways surprising that we still use essen-

tially the same approach to predict a simple chemical reaction in a flask as we

use to explain predator-prey dynamics of moose and wolves [27], or the spread

of measles within and among cities [28].

One type of self organization in populations that has received increasing

attention is collective behavior, where the activities of each individual is influ-

enced by others nearby, causing the population to adopt a more cohesive pattern

than would be expected for a group of independent individuals [29]. Typically
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the activity involved is movement, so that nearby individuals align their veloc-

ities, but the process is generalizable to other changes in state besides location.

Collective behavior can cause a population to exhibit behaviors that would be

impossible for ensembles of independent individuals to achieve. Animal groups

can make collective movement decisions according to information held by only

a few individuals [30]. Slime molds (Physarum polycephalum), which have no

individual capacity to learn, can collectively predict future environmental dis-

turbance from past experience [31]. And autonomous internet users can collec-

tively estimate the burden of influenza-like illness based on personal interest in

flu symptoms [32].

Collective behavior can arise from simple rules for individual behavior, sug-

gesting it could be widespread in nature [33, 34]. Yet to date few studies have

addressed how to detect collective behavior outside of the laboratory, or ex-

plored how populations influenced by collective behavior might differ in their

ecological and evolutionary dynamics from the predictions of mean field mod-

els. This dissertation is interested in detecting collective behavior in ecologi-

cal data (data on the distribution and abundance patterns of organisms that is

collected on a coarser scale than the underlying processes) and examining its

potential consequences for population dynamics.

Chapter two addresses the inverse problem of distinguishing collective be-

havior from the aggregated responses of independent individuals, when the

causal behaviors are not observed [35]. We use a well-studied model of collec-

tive movement [36, 30] sampled at a coarser scale than the underlying behavior

processes to show how collective deviations from the average direction of travel

have a high positive predictive value for collective movement.
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Chapter three examines the role of collective behavior in data on caribou mi-

gration patterns, using measurements of the location of the Leaf River caribou

herd in Québec, Canada, collected using satellite tracking collars. Are migration

patterns driven primarily by physiological and environmental cues available to

each individual directly? Or is migration in part an emergent property of social

interactions among individuals, particularly the tendency for nearby individ-

uals to align their velocities? We find that a model of migration where inde-

pendent individuals choose their velocities based on location and time of year

can reproduce the observed movement patterns of the herd. However, residual

variation in velocities that cannot be explained by the model show a hallmark

of collective behavior - high polarization order in the velocities of nearby indi-

viduals. Comparing the amount of polarization observed to that predicted by

the model at various locations and times of year suggests predictable seasonal

fluctuations in the strength of collective behavior. This implies collective behav-

ior influences caribou movement patterns in a way that changes systematically

over space and time.

Chapter four turns to humans, where cities represent a classic example of

self-organization that may result in part from collective behavior [26]. Here we

explore one aspect of that organization, using census data on the mobility pat-

terns of workers in Canadian cities. A fundamental prediction of contact net-

work epidemiology (a branch of ecology and epidemiology that is outside the

mean-field approach) is that heterogeneity in individual behavior can lead to

systematic differences in disease dynamics among host populations. We use

the census data to estimate contact networks for 48 Canadian cities, finding

both size-dependent and size-independent systematic differences in mobility

patterns. These are predicted to lead to significant disparities among cities in
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the dynamics of respiratory infections. In particular, larger cities are predicted

to have significantly higher risks of sparking an epidemic, due to their more

highly organized commuting patterns.

Chapter five examines the role of cities in affecting the emergence of a novel

strain of influenza, analyzing ecological and evolutionary data on the epidemi-

ology and phylogeny of canine influenza virus (CIV). We find that CIV is main-

tained in a few large animal shelters associated with major metropolitan ar-

eas. These shelters function as endemic reservoirs for CIV that serve as staging

grounds for sporadic outbreaks in the wider population, and rescue the virus

from extinction due to demographic stochasticity. The role of metropolitan ani-

mal shelters in the epidemic dynamics of CIV is analogous to the role predicted

for specialized work areas in the mobility patterns of workers in larger cities,

because these structures efficiently bring large numbers of susceptible and in-

fected hosts into close proximity. The results of the CIV study are thus consistent

with the predictions of the analysis of commuting patterns in cities, supporting

the hypothesis that large cities can disproportionately influence disease dynam-

ics by coordinating the movements of hosts.
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CHAPTER 2

DETECTING COLLECTIVE DECISION MAKING IN ECOLOGICAL

DATA ON MOBILE ANIMAL GROUPS

2.1 Introduction

Many populations exhibit collective behavior, where localized interactions

among neighboring individuals lead to broad scale patterns in the behavior of

groups, as in the coordinated movement of a flock of birds or a school of fish

[29, 37]. Populations influenced by collective behavior violate the assumption

of mass action that underlies most ecological models, in which individuals are

viewed as statistically independent [9, 19]. Correspondingly, collective behavior

can allow groups to track variable resources more effectively than independent

individuals [38, 39, 40, 41, 34], leading to increased fitness through population-

level cognitive responses to variable environments [42, 43, 44, 45].

Research on collective decision making has advanced by identifying the un-

derlying behavioral processes that govern interactions among neighboring in-

dividuals in a population [46, 47, 48, 35, 34, 49], with data-driven analyses using

fine scale ethological observations to infer how strongly, and in what ways, in-

dividuals are influenced by social interactions [50, 47, 48]. The behavioral rules

revealed by these analyses are often simple, requiring only rudimentary cogni-

tive abilities [34]. This suggests that collective behavior could be a widespread

adaptation to life in an uncertain world.

Yet few populations are intensively sampled at the scale of individual be-

havioral decisions. As a result, collective behavior may be more widespread
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in nature than our current ability to detect it. In this paper we suggest an ap-

proach to screen for collective behavior in ecological data—data on the distri-

bution patterns of organisms collected at a coarser scale than the underlying

behavioral processes [51]—to help identify systems where more detailed stud-

ies of the role of collective behavior may be fruitful. As the information we have

on most populations is sparsely sampled—excluding most individuals, in most

places, at most times—the approach we propose focuses on detecting features

of collective behavior that are robust to changes in the details of the underlying

individual interactions [52, 48], addressing a simple case of the inverse problem

of distinguishing collective behavior from the aggregated responses of indepen-

dent individuals, when the causal behaviors are not observed [35].

Simulations show that simple rules can lead to the emergence of collective

behavior. Individuals that aggregate can pool their estimates of a noisy environ-

mental gradient allowing improved navigation for the group [39]. Aligning ve-

locities with neighbors can also improve the navigational abilities of simulated

groups [38, 40, 41]. In this case only some individuals are required to have in-

formation about the environment in order to facilitate a collective response, and

the informed leaders do not need to be distinguishable by the others [30, 53].

Laboratory and field studies reveal how mechanisms of collective behavior

identified in silico play out in real populations. For example, golden shiners

(Notemigonus crysoleucas) swimming in a tank with spatially varying light levels

reduce their speed in darker areas, as well as heading toward other individuals

who are nearby [34]. As a result the population remains in the darker areas of

the environment more effectively than ensembles of independent individuals

[34]. Predator-prey interactions observed in fishes show how collective tactics
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of capture and escape are employed, and disrupted, by both predator and prey

populations [43, 44].

Along with fishes, social insects provide many of the current examples of

collective behavior [54]. But there is evidence in other systems too, ranging

from slime molds (Physarum polycephalum) that collectively predict environmen-

tal fluctuations from past experience [31] to autonomous internet users who col-

lectively perform disease surveillance [32]. These populations achieve a type of

cognition that would be impossible for a single individual. In the case of the

slime molds, this involves using collective memory of past environmental dis-

turbances to predict future ones, even though no single individual can remem-

ber the environment in this way [31]. In the case of the internet uses, collective

intelligence emerges when aggregated data on personal interest in influenza

symptoms accurately estimates the incidence of influenza-like illness [32].

And yet despite the potential importance of distributed emergent cognition,

populations often respond to information in their environment that individuals

can detect and respond to individually. For example, fish schools that collec-

tively evade predator attacks are composed of individuals who can indepen-

dently detect and respond to the presence of a predator, although the popula-

tion’s collective responses may be more rapid and effective than those of in-

dependent individuals [44]. In cases where independent individuals have the

capacity to respond directly to the stimuli in question, there is, then, a basic

challenge of distinguishing collective behavior from the aggregated responses

of independent individuals [55]. This is made more difficult if the underlying

behaviors are not observed.

Our approach to this challenge is based on testing for between-individual
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correlations that would be unlikely if individuals were making completely in-

dependent responses to information in their common environment. To moti-

vate the approach, consider the problems of detecting plagiarism or cheating

on a written test, without observing the subjects’ behavior. As with ecological

data, we often have information on outcomes (such as test results, or a submit-

ted paper) rather than observations of the underlying behaviors. Plagiarism is

often detected from similarity to an originating work that would be unlikely in

the absence of direct copying. Cheating can be detected from suspiciously high

similarity between two individuals’ answers, such as a statistically improbably

sequence of identical right and wrong answers on a multiple choice test. Re-

gardless of how they cheated, or what the test was about, improbably similar

outcomes imply a low likelihood of independence.

As another example, consider detecting collective behavior in data on the

velocities of cars on a section of highway, collected over replicate days. A con-

trolled experiment where we repeatedly and randomly select the trajectory data

from two cars—either cars from the same day, or cars from different days—and

record whether or not the trajectories of the cars collide, would reveal that the

risk of collision for cars selected from different days is higher than for cars from

the same day. Without detailed observations of the behaviors of the cars, this

experiment allows us to exclude the possibility that the data were generated by

replicate realizations of a process on independent individuals. If individuals ig-

nored each other, the trajectories of cars from the same day would collide just

as often as the trajectories of cars from different days.

A recently described approach for detecting the influence of conspecifics on

population distribution patterns uses a similar logic to our second example,
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testing how individual displacement patterns differ from an explicit null model

where individuals are independent, by testing the extent to which the proximity

between individuals can be attributed to independent random displacements

[56]. Like [56], our approach uses a comparison with what independent individ-

uals would do as a basis for detecting collective behavior. However, unlike [56],

our approach does not require specifying a null model for independent individ-

uals, nor does it seek to parameterize a particular statistical model for analyzing

collective behavior. Instead we focus on emergent patterns that are fundamen-

tal to collective behavior, inherently unlikely for ensembles of independent in-

dividuals, and robust to unobserved individuals, as well as to data observed at

much coarser scale than there underlying movement decisions. Our approach

focuses on animal movement data, but it generalizes straightforwardly to other

movement data and to other kinds of changes in individual state.

We use a well-studied model of collective animal movement [30] imple-

mented in an environment that has a gradient which represents the population’s

preferred direction of travel. But the environment is noisy, so that at each place

and time an individual’s experience of the gradient varies. Varying the strength

of social interaction among nearby individuals reveals that the appearance of

broad scale order is not diagnostic of collective behavior, because independent

gradient followers also tend to be highly ordered, even in noisy environments.

However, populations influenced by collective behavior show broad scale col-

lective idiosyncratic deviations from the true gradient direction that are visible

in sparsely sampled data, and are statistically unlikely for independent individ-

uals, regardless of the behavioral rules that independently govern each of their

trajectories. We argue that these “collective mistakes” represent a characteristic

feature of collective behavior in ecological data.
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Analytical approach

The approach we propose considers a population of N individuals whose loca-

tions change continuously in space and time. However individual locations

are only observed at M discrete time points t1, t2, . . . , tM. Sampling periods

s j = t j − t j−1 measure the temporal separation between “bouts” of observation,

wherein each individual’s location is recorded. Let xi(t j) represent the location

of the ith individual observed at time t j. The velocity of an individual associated

with a pair of adjacent sampling times is estimated as

vi(t j, s j) =
xi(t j) − xi(t j−1)

s j
, j > 1 (2.1)

and thus can vary with different sampling periods, as well as over time and

among individuals.

A well-studied measure of collective movement is the order parameter

ψ(t j, s j) =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

i=1

vi(t j, s j)∣∣∣vi(t j, s j)
∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.2)

which represents the average normalized velocity of the population at time t j.

In the limit as N becomes large ψ(t j, s j) ranges from 0, when individual velocities

have uniform random directions, to 1, when individual velocities all have the

same direction [37].

The sampling period s is typically < 1 second in ethological studies of collec-

tive behavior [30, 46, 34]. However in ecological data s will typically be much

larger, as the spatial distribution of organisms usually is sampled at discrete and

relatively distant times in ecological studies, rather than in nearly continuous
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time. Correspondingly, we now consider the behavior of the order parameter

for finite populations whose positions are sampled at discrete time points that

can be arbitrarily distant.

We begin with the null case where individuals velocities are independent of

one another. Suppose individuals move in a two-dimensional environment that

has a gradient with direction vector φ = (0, 1) which represents the preferred

direction of travel for the population. The changing spatial distribution of the

population over time then follows an advection-diffusion model

∂n
∂t

= δ∇2n − εφ · ∇n (2.3)

where n(x, t) is the density of the population at location x and time t, and ∇

represents the gradient of n(x, t) [13, 57, 11, 20].

The advection parameter ε represents the strength of the environmental gra-

dient. As ε increases individual velocities become increasingly aligned in the

preferred direction of travel, all else equal. The parameter δ controls the rate

of diffusion, representing random movement not associated with following the

preferred direction. Higher values of δ can represent a “noisier” environment,

where each individual’s estimate of the preferred direction of travel at a given

time is increasingly uncertain. If a population of independent individuals is

released at the point (0, 0) and observed s seconds later, their spatial distribu-

tion will follow a bivariate Gaussian distribution with mean εφs = (0, εs) and

variance-covariance matrix sδI, where I is the identity matrix. Note that vari-

ance in location grows linearly with time in advection diffusion, which is why

the variance-covariance matrix has a factor of s.

We calculated the order parameter ψ(t j, s j) on simulated data from Equation

2.3 for a range of population sizes, strengths of environmental bias, and sam-
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pling periods. This demonstrates the intuitive result that ecological data on the

mobility patterns of independent individuals can display highly ordered veloc-

ities without any collective behavior. This higher order can be generated by

chance in smaller populations, where there is a higher probability that random

velocities will be aligned (Figure 2.1A), by a strong environmental gradient that

dominates the effect of noise, and by longer sampling intervals which reduce

the effect of noise by averaging it over a long time period (Figure 2.1B). Detect-

ing collective behavior in ecological data therefore requires a different statistic,

one that attains distinctly different values for groups of independent individu-

als than for collectives.

Consider an adjusted velocity

v̄i(t j, s j) = vi(t j, s j) − v0(t j, s j) (2.4)

where v0 represents an expectation for vi if individuals were acting indepen-

dently. As a model for what independent individuals would do, v0 could be

complex and we return to the issue of determining v0 below, addressing in par-

ticular the case when the preferred direction of travel, φ, varies over time. To

demonstrate our approach we focus on a simpler case where φ does not change

during the time the population is observed. In that case the expected velocity

of an independent individual at a certain time, given a set of observed veloci-

ties (which may or may not be from independent individuals) is just the overall

average observed velocity

v0 =
1

MN

M∑
j=1

N∑
i=1

vi(t j, s j) (2.5)

across all time points. In other words, if φ is constant, then the overall mean

velocity over time is a good model for the velocity of any particular independent

individual, at any time. This works because independent individuals do not
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interact with one another and so their velocities are exchangeable across time

points.

We now introduce an adjusted order parameter

ψ̄ = ψ|vi→v̄i
(2.6)

which is analogous to the one in Equation 2.2, except that it is calculated on the

adjusted velocities v̄i instead of the raw velocities vi. As with velocities vi and

the order parameter ψ, the adjusted order parameter ψ̄ is a function of time t

and sampling period s. However we will sometimes write these functions with

their arguments suppressed for visual clarity. When we do so, comparisons of

the value of a function under different circumstances (e.g. ”the value of ψ̄ is

higher than... ”) imply that the comparison is being done at an arbitrary time

point and sampling period, unless otherwise indicated (Figure 2.2C).

The value of the ψ̄ tends to be lower than ψ for independent individuals,

meaning that adjusted velocities, v̄i, are less ordered than raw velocities vi for

independent individuals. This is because the subtraction of v0 in Equation 2.4

removes some of the order that is due to individuals heading in the same di-

rection independently—either by random chance, or because of exposure to a

common environmental gradient. As a result, ψ̄ is less influenced by popula-

tion size (Figure 2.1C), and is unaffected by the strength of the environmental

gradient or the length of the sampling interval s (Figure 2.1D).

Whereas ψ̄ tends to be low for ecological data on independent individuals,

regardless of the population size, the strength of environmental bias, or the sam-

pling period, we hypothesize that increasing levels of collective behavior lead

to increases in the value of ψ̄. Increased values of ψ̄ for populations influenced

by collective behavior are not due to increases in their ability to travel in the true
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Figure 2.1: Order in the movements of independent individuals ex-
posed to environmental gradients of varying strength with
noise level δ = 1. Horizontal axes in each pane comprise
100 points, with 100 replicates per point. Outer, lighter poly-
gons extend vertically from the 5th to the 95th percentile; inner
darker polygons encompass the interquartile range. A: Order
parameter for populations of varying size in the absence of an
environmental gradient (ε = 0). B: Order parameter for popu-
lations subject to varying strengths of environmental bias, for
small (yellow) and large (purple) populations, sampled after
10 minutes (lower curve) and four hours (upper curve). Panes
C and D show the same analysis as A and B using the adjusted
order parameter. Variation in sampling time has no effect on
the value of the adjusted order parameter for independent in-
dividuals, so the polygons for each of the two sampling periods
are on top of one another.
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gradient direction (the effect of traveling further up the gradient is removed by

the subtraction of v0 in Equation 2.4), or because collective behavior increases

alignment in the gradient direction (because an improved overall alignment is

also captured by v0). Rather, the proposed mechanism is that at any moment,

a population influenced by collective behavior will have its own idiosyncratic

deviation from motion in the true gradient direction, due to the propagation

to larger scales of stochastic interactions between nearby individuals. We will

show that these “collective mistakes” can allow us to detect collective behavior

in sparsely sampled ecological data.

2.2.2 Collective behavior model

To demonstrate our method for detecting group decision making in ecological

data, we simulated data from well-studied model for collective behavior [30].

The model is implemented in an unbounded environment and observed over a

long period relative to the time step of the simulation (the model steps forward

0.2 s at a time and we observe it for 4 simulation hours). As above, the envi-

ronment has a gradient with a constant mean direction, and uniform noise that

is independent and identically distributed over space and time. As above, the

environmental gradient represents the preferred direction of travel for individ-

uals.
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At each time step, individual velocities in the model are given by

vi(t + h) = 〈v(t)〉i + αgi + zi (2.7)

followed by rescaling to unit length

vi(t + h)→
vi(t + h)
|vi(t + h)|

(2.8)

where the vector vi(t) is the velocity of the ith individual at time t, and the time

step of the model is h. 〈v(t)〉i represents the velocity chosen by i in response to

the positions and velocities of its neighbors, as detailed below. Individuals are

constrained by a maximum turning angle, such that the interior angle between

vi(t + h) and vi(t) can be at most θmax.

The random variable gi represents the preferred direction of travel as it is

perceived by individual i at time t. As above we assume a two-dimensional

world in which the true preferred direction is the vector φ. Each time step an

individual has access to a noisy estimate of the gradient that has unit magni-

tude and deviates from the true direction by an angle θg, which is uniformly

distributed on the interval (−σg, σg). An individual weighs gi in their final de-

sired velocity according to the gradient response parameter α. When α becomes

large, individuals move independently from one another.

The vector zi represents random error in velocity. zi is a randomly chosen

point on a circle centered at (0, 0) with radius σz. The larger the value of σz, the

less an individual’s velocity is based on cognitive responses to the environment

or to the locations and velocities of its neighbors. As σz becomes large, each

individual performs a random walk.
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〈v(t)〉i is chosen based on the locations and velocities of i’s neighbors as fol-

lows. Each time step, an individual’s first priority is collision avoidance. If there

are other individuals within the ball representing the focal individual’s zone of

avoidance, with radius ra, then 〈v(t)〉i points away from the mean direction to

those individuals.

If there are no individuals within the focal individual’s zone of avoidance,

then 〈v(t)〉i is based on the positions and velocities of neighbors within the zone

of social interaction, a ball with radius rs > ra. 〈v(t)〉i is then the average of

the vector toward the centroid of i’s neighbors, and the vector representing the

mean velocity of those neighbors. 〈v(t)〉i is always normalized to have unit mag-

nitude.

An individual’s position changes over time according to

xi(t + h) = xi(t) + f vi(t + h) (2.9)

where f is the speed of each individual. Note that spatial variation is implicit in

the model because at each time t, individual i is at a specific location xi(t). The

preferred direction in the environment, and individuals’ perceptions of their

neighbors’ locations and velocities thus vary spatially as well as temporally.

To summarize the model, simulated populations attempt to follow a noisy

environmental gradient with constant mean direction using a mixture of

individual- and group-level cognitive responses. The balance between the two

types of cognition is determined by the gradient response parameter α, with in-

creasing values of α representing increasing independence among individuals.

The parameterizations we used are shown in Table 1, and follow [30]. In each

simulation we obtained broader scale ecological data by recording the spatial

distribution of the population every 10 minutes for 4 hours.
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Table 2.1: Simulation parameters

Parameter Interpretation Value

h Time step 0.2 seconds

ra Radius of avoidance 1 meter

rs Radius of social interaction 6 meters

f Speed 1 meter / second

θmax Maximum turning angle 2 rad

θg Environmental noise 2.5

θz Individual noise 0.02

N Population size 256

M Number of replicates 10

s Sampling period 10 minutes

α Gradient response parameter 0.125, 0.25 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

Initial positions Uniform within a 30m x 30m square
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2.3 Results

At the maximum value of the gradient response parameter we examined (α =

32) individual velocities are nearly independent. Correspondingly, populations

at that level of α follow the spatiotemporal patterns predicted by advection dif-

fusion (Figure 2.2A,C,D). In particular, in multiple replicate runs of the model,

populations of independent individuals tend to the same broad-scale spatial

distribution in all replicates, because the velocities of independent individuals

are exchangeable over space and time. In contrast, lower values of the gradi-

ent response parameter lead to systematic differences in velocity over time and

among replicates (Figure 2.2B). These systematic differences are driven by social

interactions among neighboring individuals that scale up to cause population-

level idiosyncratic deviations from the preferred direction of travel—“collective

mistakes” (Figure 2.2B,C). At the same time, scaling up local conspecific inter-

actions is what advantages collectives over independent individuals in vari-

able environments, enabling populations with collective behavior to travel more

quickly and precisely in the preferred direction of travel (Figure 2.2D). This ef-

fect persists until values of α become so low that individuals cease to respond

much to the gradient. In this case the population still “drifts” in the direction

of the gradient, while maintaining a highly heterogeneous spatial distribution

(e.g. α = 0.125 in Figure 2.2C,D).

Because populations of independent individuals also align to follow the gra-

dient, alignment of movements in the gradient direction is not sufficient evi-

dence for collective behavior in ecological data. However, alignments that in-

volve broad-scale group-level deviations from the mean gradient direction do

have a higher predictive value for identifying collective behavior, particularly
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Figure 2.2: Contrasting collective intelligence with the aggregated re-
sponses of independent individuals using ecological data. A
and B: Distribution over space and time for model individuals
released at the origin and heading upwards in a noisy environ-
mental gradient. The cool colors (blues and greens) show 10
replicate model runs for nearly independent gradient follow-
ers (α = 32). The hot colors show 10 replicate runs for popula-
tions that exhibit collective behavior (α = 0.5). C: Distribution
perpendicular to the gradient direction at the end of four hours
for varying levels of collective behavior, with each replicate for
a given value of α shown side-by-side. Boxes enclose the in-
terquartile range and lines enclose the entire range of the data.
Colors correspond to those in the previous panes. D: Distribu-
tion parallel to the gradient direction.
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when the underlying behaviors are not observed. Group idiosyncratic devi-

ations from the mean preferred direction generate significantly more order in

observed velocities at a particular time, compared with average velocity over

time, leading to increased values for (ψ̄) in populations influenced by collec-

tive behavior (Figure 2.3). The collective mistakes that produce this difference

are the result of patterns in which a large portion of the population travels in

a certain common direction at a particular time, but where that direction varies

randomly over time. These dynamics are highly unlikely for populations of in-

dependent gradient followers, where independent trajectories, by definition, are

as likely to show similarity within a given sampling period as among sampling

periods.

The adjusted order parameter ψ̄ is correlated with the gradient response pa-

rameter α (R2 = 0.49, p < 0.0001, for linear regression of ψ̄ as a function of logα,

with each observation time in each replicate as a single data point; R2 = 0.5,

p < 0.0001 on average when the analysis is done on a single replicate). While

the value of ψ̄ fluctuates over time points and replicates, populations with the

strongest collective behavior (α = 0.125 − 0.5) are clearly distinguishable from

those with low levels of collective behavior (α = 8 − 32) based only on values of

ψ̄ (Figure 2.3A,B). In populations with intermediate levels of collective behavior,

where the influence of the environmental gradient on individual velocities is at

least as strong as that of social interactions, but not overwhelming (α = 1 − 4), ψ̄

attains intermediate values (Figure 2.3A). In some of these intermediate cases,

the value of ψ̄ varies systematically over time, due to long transient patterns

caused by the aggregation of the population in the initial conditions (Figure

2.3C).
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Ecological studies may not have data for high and low levels of collective

behavior with which to make direct comparisons. Therefore we also compare

the value of ψ̄ to that of a null statistic ψ̄0 which is obtained by calculating ψ̄

on data where the observation times t j have been placed in a random order

relative to the velocities. This procedure breaks correlations in velocities among

individuals observed at the same time, and estimates the value of ψ̄ if individual

velocities were independent, using the distribution of observed velocities as a

starting point. That is, a test for collective behavior in ecological data on the

distribution patterns over time of a single population can consist of not just the

qualitative check for higher values of ψ̄, but a quantitative test of the hypothesis

that on average over time ψ̄ > ψ̄0 (see Figure 2.3A).

We measured the power of this test as follows. First, for each replicate sim-

ulation and level of α we computed the average value of ψ̄ over all individuals

and times. Next, we repeatedly calculated ψ̄0 in each of M = 100 randomiza-

tions of the sampling times. These were also averaged over individuals and

times, yielding M comparison values for each value of the average ψ̄ calculated

in the first step. For each replicate simulation and level of α we then compared

the average value of ψ̄ to the 95th percentile of the comparison values, record-

ing for each level of α the frequency with which the average value of ψ̄ exceeded

the 95th percentile of the distribution of ψ̄0s over replicates. In all but one case

(α = 32) the frequency was 1.0, indicating the test has good power, even at weak

levels of collective behavior. For α = 32 the frequency was 0.8.

We tested the robustness of our approach to unobserved individuals by re-

peating the analysis on randomly selected fractions of the simulation data (Fig-

ure 2.4). Downsampling causes a modest decrease in the specificity of our test
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Figure 2.3: Detecting collective behavior in ecological data. A: Adjusted
order (ψ̄) in the spatial distribution of simulated populations
with different levels of collective behavior. Filled boxes enclose
the interquartile ranges for the distributions of ψ̄ across all sam-
pling times and replicates. Lines extend from the 5th to 95th
percentiles of the distributions. Hollow boxes show the analo-
gous distribution for the null parameter ψ̄0. B: Adjusted order
over time for populations strongly influenced by collective be-
havior (α from 0.125 to 0.5; triangles) and weakly influenced
by collective behavior (α from 8 to 32; circles), averaged over
replicates. Colors correspond to those A. C: Average adjusted
order over time for populations with intermediate levels of col-
lective behavior (α = 1, dotted line and crosses; α = 2, solid line
and squares; α = 4, solid line and diamonds.
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for collective behavior (decreasing the probability that independent populations

are correctly identified) but does not significantly affect the sensitivity of the

test (the rate at which populations with collective behavior are correctly iden-

tified). More specifically, sparsely sampled populations of nearly independent

individuals (α = 32) show higher adjusted order due to sampling effects, as the

sample size becomes small, increasing the chances that they could be falsely

identified as strongly influenced by collective behavior. However, the decrease

in the specificity of our test due to unobserved individuals is modest. For in-

stance, in populations of nearly independent individuals, mean adjust order

remains below 0.5 even if only a few individuals are observed on average per

time point. By contrast, in populations exhibiting collective behavior, adjusted

order remains higher than for populations of independent individuals, even if

only a few individual in the population are observed.
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2.4 Discussion

Collective decisions in mobile animal groups emerge by the propagation of lo-

cal behavioral interactions to influence population dynamics. As such, the ap-

proach we propose for detecting collective movement in ecological data—using

broad scale collective deviations from the mean gradient direction that would

be unlikely for independent individuals—rests on a fundamental property of

collective behavior [33, 36]. Our contribution is to identify specific quantita-

tive features of this process that are readily observable in ecological data, where

only a fraction of individuals are observed and the time between observations

is much longer than the time scale of individual behavioral decisions. With-

out recourse to fine-scale observations of individual behavior, the approach we

describe can, under some conditions, reject the null hypothesis that the data

were generated by independent responses to a common environment (such as a

chemical gradient), or to physiological stimuli operating independently among

individuals (such as physiological responses to photoperiod).

Ultimately research on the causes and consequences of collective behavior

requires identifying the underlying mechanisms that drive its emergence, main-

tenance and dynamics. However discovering the ecology of collective behavior

in nature also requires methods for learning about its prevalence in popula-

tions that are not exhaustively sampled at the resolution of individual behavior.

As in the study of ecological competition, or evolutionary adaptation, pattern-

oriented “top-down” approaches to studying collective behavior can comple-

ment “bottom-up” mechanistic approaches, and the most exciting discoveries

often involve a combination of both [35]. To complement high-throughput etho-

logical approaches in laboratory and wild populations, our approach has the
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power to screen for collective behavior where fine-scale behavioral data have

not yet been collected, with the potential to diversify and enlarge the set of pop-

ulations where collective behavior is considered.

The method we propose uses the same intuition as [56] by seeking patterns

in coarser-scale data that would be unlikely for independent individuals. How-

ever, unlike [56], our approach does not require an explicit null model for the

behavior of independent individuals. In our approach, v0 plays the role of a null

model, representing the expected velocity of independent individuals. More-

over, instead of specifying v0 a priori, we calculate it from the data.

In many applications the preferred direction of travel φ will vary over space

and time. In these cases it will be necessary to learn how φ changes and in-

corporate that into estimates of v0(t, s). This could be done by straightforward

estimates of the response of independent individuals to the state of the environ-

ment (for example, connecting gradients in light levels to the swimming speed

of fish [34], or to the velocity of phytoplankton [58]). Figure 2.5 shows an exam-

ple of one such analysis, where a series of two identical experiments are used.

Each experiment consists of running the collective behavior simulation with a

gradient direction that changes deterministically over time. Data from the first

experiment is used to estimate the gradient direction over time, while data from

the second experiment is used to test for the strength of collective behavior.

From the first experiment we estimate the gradient direction over time by fitting

a cubic spline to the velocity data (Figure 2.5A). We then apply our approach for

detecting collective behavior to the data from the second experiment using the

smooth function from the first experiment as v0(t, s) (Figure 2.5B). As above, this

approach uses small but significant collective deviations from the true gradi-
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ent directions (which is estimated independently) to detect collective behavior

(Figure 2.5C). In a more advanced approach, one set of observations might suf-

fice for both detecting the gradient and analyzing collective deviations from it.

However this would be more complicated: within a single replicate, changes in

the gradient direction over time are confounded with idiosyncratic deviations

from the true gradient direction due to collective behavior.
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Figure 2.5: Detecting collective decision making in a temporally shift-
ing environmental gradient. A: Direction of travel over time
for a population with α = 0.5. Vertical lines encompass the
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the gradient. The red line shows a cubic spline fit to the velocity
data. B: Adjusted order and null order over time in a second
replicate realization of the process, where velocities were ad-
justed by subtracting the spline fit to the velocity data in the
first replicate (as shown in A). The inset in B shows the anal-
ogous results for a population of nearly independent gradient
followers (α = 32). C shows the distribution of the horizontal
component of the adjusted velocities in the second experiment,
showing collective deviations from the true gradient direction,
as estimated in the first experiment.
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Applications for our approach include understanding the emergence and

stability of seasonal migration patterns, when migration originates from a mix-

ture of environmental/physiological stimuli and collective behavior. For ex-

ample, the migration patterns of herring (Clupea harengus) may depend ocean

currents and food availability [59] as well as on juveniles learning the migration

routes by following older age classes [60]. In humans, daily movement patterns

in cities show the influence of the external (built) environment as well as the

effect of social processes, such as when a significant fraction of people commute

to work in a few specialized areas of the city [61, 62, 63]. So the dynamics of

humans, herring, and many other populations, may depend on the interplay

between individual and collective decisions. While a “bottom-up” approach to

detecting collective behavior in these populations is limited by the availability

of fine scale behavioral data, the signal of collective decision making is, under

some conditions, detectable in coarser scale ecological data.
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CHAPTER 3

THE DYNAMICS OF COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR IN CARIBOU

MIGRATION

3.1 Introduction

Migration is a behavioral adaptation to variable environments that is found

nearly everywhere in the tree of life. Bacteria [64], fungi [31], insects [65], birds

[66], ungulates [67], and members of almost every other major evolutionary lin-

eage migrate. Migrating individuals often face considerable risk, and spend a

significant portion of their energy, in order to travel toward resources that are

located outside their perceptual range, effectively using broad-scale variation in

resources to compensate for local variability. One of the fascinating things about

migration is how often it has evolved, been lost, and evolved again within in-

dependent lineages. This indicates that although migration can be risky and

costly, it is an evolutionarily very labile trait, suggesting it derives from funda-

mental features of life [68]. But how do migration patterns emerge from basic

characteristics of individual behavior?

Two broad classes of processes explain migration patterns. First, migration

can be driven by responses to physiological or environmental cues that are inde-

pendently replicated among individuals. Even when raised in isolation and de-

prived of migratory cues from the environment (such as photoperiod), some an-

imals adapted to migration will display precisely-timed physiological responses

(such as migratory restlessness), confirming a genetic basis for migration [69].

And there are a host of adaptations that allow animals to navigate in response to

environmental cues such as magnetic fields [70], sun azimuths [71], wind [72],
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and gradients in food quality [67]. However, while physiological and environ-

mental cues are certainly important, it is unclear if they can account for all the

specificity and variability of migration patterns over space, time, and taxa [68].

The second process that can explain migration patterns is collective behavior,

where organisms adjust their velocities in response to others nearby, causing

the formation of groups that more effectively track weak environmental signals

[30, 73, 74]. Group decision making is common in animals [75], and exchanging

information among conspecifics can improve navigation [39] and influence the

timing of migration [76]. Observations of the results of collective behavior in

animal populations include wave-like fronts in wildebeest herds [77], fission-

fusion dynamics in elk populations [78], the emergence of spontaneous order in

marching locusts [79, 80], quorum decision making in fish schools [81], and the

hierarchical geometry of pigeon flocks [46].

Simulations agree that collective intelligence plays an important role in or-

ganizing a wide array of biological and social systems, and that it can arise

from basic sensory and cognitive systems [33, 30, 34]. These simulations fur-

ther suggest that populations of individuals who use collective behavior to mi-

grate in noisy environments may easily arise in different areas of the tree of life,

and have increased survival and reproduction, relative to sympatric popula-

tions who do not exhibit collective behavior[73, 74]. Collective behavior is thus

an important candidate for explaining the widespread evolution of migration.

However this hypothesis has rarely been tested in field data.

If collective behavior drives the evolution and maintenance of migration pat-

terns then the statistical signature of collective behavior should be detectable in

relocation data on migrating organisms. Methods for detecting collective be-
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havior in animal relocation data have been recently proposed [46, 50, 47, 48],

but observing a whole population at individual-level resolution (the ideal for

detecting collective behavior) remains a significant technological challenge. An-

other challenge is distinguishing patterns that are associated with collective be-

havior from those arising from aggregated independent responses to a shared

environment [55]. Thus while there is ample evidence for the potential impor-

tance of collective behavior in simulations and laboratory experiments, detect-

ing the signature of collective behavior in populations of wild animals moving

in heterogeneous environments remains an important and open problem [82].

Here we use long-term data on the relocation patterns of migratory cari-

bou (Rangifer tarandus) to distinguish collective behavior from independent re-

sponses to a seasonally and spatially variable environment. We statistically es-

timate a seasonally and spatially varying velocity field using independent data,

which we interpret as representing physiological and environmental cues avail-

able to all individuals. Simulations of individuals that are assumed to respond

individually and independently to the velocity field reproduce very accurately

the observed migration patterns of the population. However, zooming in on

nearby caribou reveals that their velocities are significantly more ordered than

predicted by the velocity field under the hypothesis of independence among

individuals. As a result, the accuracy with which individual caribou velocities

can be predicted is more than doubled if the velocities of nearby caribou are

also taken into account. Finally, we find evidence that the relative importance

of collective behavior varies seasonally, possibly associated with the timing of

reproduction. Our study is among the first to detect the dynamics of collective

behavior in a wild population of migrating organisms.
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3.2 Material and Methods

Data

We study the migration patterns of the Rivière-aux-Feuilles caribou herd in

Northern Québec, Canada [83]. The herd has varied in size from approximately

56,000 individuals in 1975 to at least 628,000 in 2001, to approximately 430,000

in 2011 [83, 84, 85]. These caribou usually overwinter in the boreal forest in

the southern Ungava peninsula. Each spring they migrate up to approximately

1200 km to calving grounds located on the northern part of the peninsula, in

tundra (61 N, 74 W; Fig. 1). Tundra is a highly seasonal environment and the

arrival on the calving ground is synchronized with the peak of productivity of

the vegetation at the onset of the short growing season [86]. Almost all females

return to the same calving ground each year [87].

The data consist of 14,468 observations of the locations of 170 caribou ob-

served over nine years (2003-2011). Caribou were captured using net guns

fired from a helicopter, and handled without chemical immobilization. The data

were collected using Argos tracking collars (Service Argos Inc., Largo, MD) that

record the locations of animals every five days (120 h ± 1.66 s.d.). The median

observation period for a single animal in the data is 320 days, with approxi-

mately 30 unique individuals observed on average during any month. The data

represent an unbiased subsample of the movement patterns of the herd that is

small relative to the size of the herd, but large relative to most empirical stud-

ies of animal movement patterns to date. Below we describe a robust statistical

approach for detecting the signature of collective behavior in a sample of data

such as these.
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3.2.1 Analysis

Let xi be a two-element vector representing the ith caribou location in the data,

measured as displacement (km) east and north of the southwest corner of the

study area. Let ti represent the corresponding observation time measured as

hours since the beginning of the study. Define the velocity for observation i as

vi = ∆xi/∆ti, where ∆xi and ∆ti are the change in location and time elapsed since

the most recent prior observation of that individual. ∆t varied relatively little

compared to ∆x and there is no correlation between ∆t and v in our data, and so

we treat all velocities as measured at the same temporal scale.

Our analysis posits that caribou move in a spatially and temporally vari-

able velocity field that is generated by seasonally-varying physiological cues,

seasonally and spatially varying environmental cues, and by the behavior of

nearby conspecifics. This field represents the expected velocity of a caribou at

a given place and time, as v̂i = E
[
vi|φ

]
where v̂i is the expected velocity given φ,

the parameterization of the velocity field.

We separate the velocity field into two components. First, there is the veloc-

ity generated by seasonal physiological and environmental cues enacted inde-

pendently among individuals, which we represent by ṽi. By seasonal variation

we mean variation over time modulo year. Second, there is the velocity result-

ing from interactions with nearby individuals, v̊i. So we have

v̂i = αṽi + (1 − α)v̊i (3.1)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the weight given to independent environmental and physio-

logical cues.

When α < 1 collective behavior plays a role in determining caribou migra-
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tion patterns and the resulting population redistribution patterns show com-

plex order far from thermodynamic equilibrium [26, 88]. However, when α = 1,

movement is independent among individuals. When each caribou’s position

changes independently, we assume each follows the stochastic differential equa-

tion

dx = ṽ(t)dt + σdW (3.2)

where dx represents a very small change in position, dt a very small increment

of time, and σdW is white noise with total power σ2. The discrete time Euler

approximation of this is

x(t + h) = x(t) + hṽ(t) +
√

hz(t) (3.3)

which becomes increasingly accurate with increasingly small time steps, h. z(t)

is then a draw from a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and

variance-covariance matrix equal to σ2I, where I is the two-by-two identity ma-

trix. The two-element vector σ2 controls then the magnitude of the ‘error’ as-

sociated with a given parameterization of the field. The error represents the re-

sults of imperfections in the model, and behavioral variation in velocity among

caribou at the same location and time.

Equation (3.3) produces advection-diffusion dynamics at the population

level, regardless of the parameterization of the velocity field. That is, a (suf-

ficiently large) group of independent particles moving in any velocity field will

have their average velocity determined by the field (with the average being

taken over the locations of the group) and the variance in their velocities de-

termined by the ratio of signal to noise in the velocity field. Crucially, while

independence among individuals leads to advection-diffusion dynamics, col-

lective behavior does not—individuals that move collectively choose their ve-
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locities based on the velocities of their neighbors, as well as being affected by

the velocity field they are each exposed to.

The framework of Equations 3.2 and 3.3 encompasses many models of ani-

mal movement, including random walks, correlated random walks, and biased

random walks [57]. Correlated random walks converge towards advection-

diffusion on time scales that are long compared to the autocorrelation time of

sequential steps[57, 89]. There are a few important exceptions to this frame-

work, including Lévy flights [90], and state-based behavioral switching models

[91]. However, populations of individuals modeled using state-based models

usually also conform to advection-diffusion dynamics over long time scales.

We model ṽi and v̊i using a kernel smoothing approach [92] so ṽi and v̊i are

the weighted average of the velocities of other caribou in respective spatial-

temporal neighborhoods Ω̃i and Ω̊i centered at the focal observation at (xi, ti).

In general, a neighborhood Ωi represents the subset of the data set which the

kernel smoothing model uses to predict a focal observation i.

Neighborhoods are formed based on spatio-temporal proximity. The

advection-diffusion neighborhood Ω̃i views time as modulo year, and excludes

caribou observed during the same year as i. Ω̃i thus represents the velocities

of caribou independent of i near a particular location and time of year. In con-

trast, the collective behavior neighborhood Ω̊i consists of caribou locations from

the same year as i, and represents the influence of nearby conspecifics on the

velocity of the focal observation.

Each of the two neighborhoods is then defined by spatial and temporal band-
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widths: (κ̃, τ̃) for Ω̃i and (κ̊, τ̊) for Ω̊i, implemented through a distance function

d2
i j =

( xi − x j

κ

)2
+

( ti − t j

τ

)2

(3.4)

such that, in addition to the above-mentioned constraints, another observation

j was only included in a neighborhood Ωi if di j ≤ 1.

Fitting the model to the caribou movement data consists of choosing the

spatial and temporal bandwidths for the neighborhoods, and choosing a value

for α. We do this by minimizing squared error in predicted versus observed

velocity, by cross-validation on independent data (see Appendix A). As part of

the test of the importance of collective behavior in caribou migration, we fit

and compare two versions of the model. We fit the full model, and one without

collective behavior, where α is set to one. We call this latter model the advection-

diffusion model.

3.2.2 Detecting the signature of collective behavior

Let Ni be the number of animals in a neighborhood Ωi. Note that in our analy-

sis neighbors are individual observations within a given neighborhood, rather

than the actual number of caribou nearby to a particular individual at a given

time, since most of the herd was not collared. Let ui = vi/ |vi| represent velocity

normalized to have unit magnitude. Define the level of polarization order in

velocity around each individual in a given neighborhood and time as

ψi =
1
Ni

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Ωi

u j

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.5)

which ranges from 0 when the directions of the velocities are uniform random,

to 1, when all velocities point in the same direction [93, 94]. Any neighborhood
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Ωi surrounding a focal measurement i has its own associated level of order ψi.

We use ψ̃i to represent the order associated with Ω̃i, the neighborhood that esti-

mates independent responses to spatially and seasonally varying physiological

and environmental cues. ψ̊i represents the order associated with Ω̊i, the neigh-

borhood representing collective behavior. We show below how comparing the

level of order associated with different neighborhoods can allow inference into

the relative importance of environmental/physiological processes versus col-

lective behavior processes in seasonal migration patterns.

For an ensemble of unbiased independent random walkers, ψi varies system-

atically with Ni, with expected value approximately
√
θ/Ni, where θ = 2/π (see

Appendix A). Therefore in field data there is the question of what constitutes a

significant amount of order. To determine the probability that an observed ψi

could be generated by a group of Ni independent random walkers, we can use

the fact that the variance of ψ about its expectation is given by (1 − θ)N−1
i for a

group of random walkers (see Appendix A). In the test for the dynamics of col-

lective behavior described below, values of ψi greater than two standard devia-

tions above the expectation for independent random walkers are considered to

be significant evidence for collective behavior. However, the conclusions from

this analysis are robust to a wide range of choices for the significance threshold,

from one to five standard deviations (results not shown).

We released virtual particles into the velocity field associated with the best

estimates of ṽi, updating their locations using equation (3.3), over the same time

frame as the data (see Appendix A). We then used the same approach on these

particle velocities as on the actual data to calculate the order parameters ψ̃0 and

ψ̊0. Here the ‘naught’ subscript refers to the fact that these values come from
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simulations representing the null hypothesis that the observed order in caribou

velocities is generated solely by a seasonally and spatially fluctuating physio-

logical and environmental cues.

The collective behavior hypothesis predicts significant differences between

the time series ψ̃ and ψ̊. If caribou rely on collective behavior during migration,

then zooming in on groups of caribou at a particular location and time should

reveal increasing levels of order, that is ψ̊ > ψ̃. Conversely, if caribou migration

patterns are generated solely by spatially and seasonally-varying environmen-

tal and physiological cues enacted independently among individuals then it is

unlikely that their movements will be more highly ordered than the velocity

field which independently generates each of their trajectories. Thus, for inde-

pendent particles we should have ψ̊ ≈ ψ̃.

3.3 Results

Caribou relocation patterns show strong biannual oscillations corresponding to

the spring (northward) and fall (southward) migrations (Figure 3.3). These os-

cillations are cohesive and statistically stationary. That is, the interquartile range

in locations within any 30 day window is much smaller than the total range of

variation in the data, and the long-term average location, as well as the timing

and magnitude of the peaks and troughs in location, do not change systemati-

cally over the study period. Time series of velocity modulo year show the same

conserved biannual fluctuations, but velocity modulo year is more widely dis-

persed than the location data. Interestingly, while the migration patterns are

conserved from year to year, the spatial pattern (route) of the northward migra-
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tion differs systematically from the southward one.

The kernel smoothing model with collective behavior omitted (α = 1; see

Equation 3.1) explains 28% of the total variation in caribou velocity under cross-

validation. Thus roughly one third of the total variation in observed caribou

velocities is attributable to seasonally fluctuating physiological cues and sea-

sonally and spatially varying environmental cues that operate independently

among individuals. The best spatial and temporal bandwidths for this model

are κ̃ = 170.5 km and τ̃ = 32.6 days. The kernel bandwidths indicate that these

cues operate on a spatial scale equivalent to about two degrees of latitude, and

a temporal scale of approximately one month.

While this model does not explain the majority of the observed variation in

caribou velocities, simulated non-interacting particles released into this model’s

velocity field precisely reproduce the broad-scale relocation patterns of the herd

(Figure 3.3). Both the median location and the distribution of the herd over time

are well-matched between the actual caribou and the independent particles re-

leased into the field. Moreover, the timing of the migration, and the distinct dif-

ferences between the north-bound and south-bound migration routes are also

matched by the particles. At the same time, the behavior of the particles and

the caribou show clear qualitative difference, despite good performance of the

model at broad scales.

Adding collective behavior to the model greatly improves its performance

under cross validation: the full model explains 63% of the total variation in

caribou velocity. As expected, the spatial and temporal bandwidths on the col-

lective behavior neighborhood of the model are smaller than the physiologi-

cal/environmental ones, particularly for the temporal bandwidth, at κ̊ = 129.1
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Figure 3.1: Migration patterns of the Rivière-aux-Feuilles caribou herd.
The inset globe shows location of the study area. The two
larger maps show the locations and velocities of GPS-collared
caribou observed during the spring (May) and and fall (Octo-
ber) migrations, pooled across years from 2003 to 2011. The
style of the points show each caribou’s velocity, according to
the legend on the left. Bottom panels show time series of in-
dividual locations and velocity over the study period. Dark
regions enclose the interquartile range; lighter regions enclose
the 5th to 95th percentiles, for running quantiles with non-
overlapping adjacent windows. The window widths were 30
days for location and seven days for velocity.
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km and τ̊ = 6.2 days. Collective behavior is weighted much more heavily in the

full model than independent cues, with α = 0.12. So, although a model with-

out collective behavior can explain considerable variation in the velocity data of

individuals, and can precisely reproduce the migration patterns of the herd un-

der particle simulations, the full model gave approximately seven times more

weight to collective behavior than independent behavior, and explained more

than twice as much of the observed variation in velocity.

The ψ time series revealed clear seasonal fluctuations in the level of order

in the herd, with spikes in order matching the timing of migration events (Fig-

ure 3.3). The simulations and the actual data matched well at the advection-

diffusion bandwidth (compare the red time series in the top and bottom panels

of Figure 3.3). At the same time, the probes on collective behavior reveal strong

differences between the movement of the caribou and those of non-interacting

particles, at the bandwidths associated with collective behavior (compare the

blue time series in the top and bottom panels of Figure 3.3). The movement pat-

terns of the caribou are significantly more ordered at these smaller bandwidths,

indicating that caribou mobility patterns derive from processes other than those

represented by the velocity field of the advection-diffusion model.

The dynamics of collective behavior vary seasonally in the caribou. Loosely,

at some times of year, when you “zoom in” on nearby caribou, transitioning

from the broader bandwidths associated with advection-diffusion to the nar-

rower bandwidths associated with collective behavior, the level of order in their

velocities does not change much. But at other times of year when you zoom

in, nearby caribou are much more ordered than expected for independent par-

ticles. We measure this relative prevalence of collective behavior using the ratio
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ψ̊/ψ̃, which increases as the velocities of nearby caribou become more highly

ordered, relative to the predictions of the advection diffusion model. There is a

spike in the relative importance of collective behavior which occurs each year

in July (Figure 3.4). This spike occurs soon after calving and just as the herd

reaches its latitudinal zenith.
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3.4 Discussion

The migratory caribou we study display large-scale seasonal variation in their

velocities that cannot be parsimoniously explained by independent responses

to seasonally fluctuating physiological cues or a seasonally and spatially fluc-

tuating environment. Rather, in our analysis the majority of variation in the

velocities of caribou is attributed to correlations among the velocities of nearby

individuals, operating in addition to the physiological/environmentally-driven

advection field they are each exposed to. Collective behavior may therefore play

an important and dynamic role in animal migration patterns - more so than has

been previously shown.

Given that result, it is surprising how well the advection diffusion model

performs when we forward-simulate with independent particles. The suc-

cess of the particle simulations at predicting relocation patterns shows that the

advection-diffusion model is not a straw-man: the model was fit to velocity

data and in the particle simulations, there is ample opportunity for errors in the

model to accumulate as position integrates forward in time. Since the particles

nonetheless reproduced the migration patterns (year after year), this is strong

evidence that the velocity field is a good model for the advection-diffusion com-

ponent of caribou migration. The poor predictive power of the model under

cross validation against individual velocities shows, then, that there are pro-

cesses generating order in velocities beyond what a seasonally and spatially

varying advection-diffusion model can account for.

Correspondingly, we find that the velocities of nearby caribou are signif-

icantly more ordered than can be accounted for by the advection-diffusion
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model. Fluctuations in the level of order within groups of nearby caribou in-

dicate that the influence of collective behavior on caribou relocation patterns is

dynamic. These fluctuations coincide with reproduction, suggesting that collec-

tive behavior is not just important for relocation patterns but can be a dynamic

part of the life history of animal populations. We do not know what ecolog-

ical processes cause the spike in collective behavior after calving each year—

perhaps it could be related to movement to the summer grounds, where the

herd is led to by certain experienced females.

Along with these results, we note that our method of partitioning vari-

ance in relocation data into independent behavior and collective behavior is far

from perfect. The ‘independent responses’ described by the advection-diffusion

model rest on the predictive power of relocation data collected in other years.

And what we call collective behavior is the additional predictive power on cari-

bou velocities gleaned by including relocation data of animals actually nearby,

after we have predicted all we can from the independent data. Therefore, if

collective behavior generates the same spatiotemporal pattern in velocities year

after year then our partitioning approach would fail to detect any signal of col-

lective behavior.

For example, preceding the spike in the relative importance of collective be-

havior in July is a period when the relative importance of collective behavior

appears to be low, which corresponds to the spring migration. This depres-

sion originates from the fact that caribou migrations northward are so coherent

from year-to-year that they are well described by a seasonal advection-diffusion

model. Our test of collective behavior is therefore conservative in that it over-

estimates the importance of independent responses to a seasonal and spatially
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varying environment, or seasonally varying physiological cues. In the case of

our results, we can then confidently reject the hypothesis that such cues fully

explain migration, since even our inflated estimates of the importance of inde-

pendent cues were moderate.

Some of the signal we identify as collective behavior may be not driven by

spontaneous order formation in groups but instead by localized (non-seasonal,

fine spatial scale) environmental cues. However, at τ̊ = 6.2 days, caribou are

mostly paying attention to events within a one week window, centered on the

present time. Whatever they are paying attention to is changing very fast, or

data from a larger time-window would be useful, and τ̊ would be larger. This

rules out many types of environmental variation as potential “local” cues, and

strengthens the case that caribou are paying attention to each other’s velocities.

Moreover, it is highly unlikely that an important driver of large scale seasonal

migration patterns is local, nonseasonal environments.

The two classes of processes that explain migration—independent responses

to physiological and environmental cues, and collective behavior—predict con-

trasting migration dynamics under increasing environmental variability. As the

environment becomes more noisy, physiological/environmentally driven mi-

gration will eventually deteriorate as the cues for migration become more diffi-

cult to detect, the target resources are no longer available at the right place and

time relative to phenology, or because habitat destruction or the creation of an-

thropogenic barriers alters mobility patterns [95, 86, 96]. In contrast, migration

that is driven in part by collective behavior may display stability in the face of

increasing environmental noise through the efficient propagation of information

from a few informed individuals to the rest of the group.
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Studying the interaction between independent responses in a shared envi-

ronment and collective behavior furthers our understanding of how individ-

ual behavior scales up to affect population dynamics in variable environments.

As environments become more unpredictable due to climate change, habitat

destruction and other anthropogenic effects, the viability of migratory popula-

tions will depend on how collective behavior affects their spatial and temporal

dynamics. Understanding the interplay between independent and collective

behavior in migration is thus important for conserving biodiversity.

An interesting direction for future theoretical work would be to develop

particle simulation parameterized for caribou that exhibit collective behavior.

However, when the magnitude of velocity is variable, these models require a

statistical function that governs the speed of highly polarized groups [97]. Esti-

mating such a function from data would not change our results, and is outside

the scope of this paper. We wonder though if the instability in variable-velocity

models of collective behavior might be biologically important. Collective be-

havior is, in some ways, an amplifier. It might be therefore adaptive to have a

combination of collective behavior and response to environmental and physi-

ological stimuli, to keep group velocities stable and tuned to the environment.

Future models might also incorporate nutritional state, which interacts with col-

lective behavior [98].

Populations are by definition composed of individuals who can interact, and

aggregation and information sharing among nearby organisms is a common

feature of life. Yet collective behavior is rarely included in models of spatial or

temporal population dynamics. Under what conditions does collective behavior

significantly affect ecological and evolutionary dynamics in wild populations?
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CHAPTER 4

HUMAN MOBILITY PATTERNS PREDICT DIVERGENT EPIDEMIC

DYNAMICS AMONG CITIES

4.1 Introduction

Infectious diseases cause morbidity in most humans each year [99], and account

for a significant portion of all yearly human mortality [100]. As the global ur-

banization rate continues to rise past 50%, cities will more often act as focal

points for epidemics: providing venues where strangers are more likely to in-

teract, representing the most probable locations of first detection, and incurring

a greater share of the casualties. Given cities’ pivotal role in the spread of infec-

tious disease, it is important to understand why they exhibit systematic varia-

tion in the timing and severity of epidemics [101, 28, 102].

Human mobility patterns generate the proximity between individuals pre-

requisite for the transmission of many infectious diseases. This suggests that

cities with different mobility patterns may also differ in the rate at which their

inhabitants have infectious contact, leading to variation among cities in the risk

of an epidemic [102, 103, 104]. Human movement patterns are heterogeneous

at a wide range of scales—from within a building [105] to among countries

[106, 107, 108], as evidenced by diverse sources of data, including the move-

ments of cell phone users [109, 110], air travel patterns [106, 107, 108] and cen-

sus data on commuting patterns [111, 107, 112]. At each scale, there appear col-

lective mobility patterns maintained far from those predicted by homogeneous

random movement. These dissipative structures [26] have the potential to cre-

ate localized areas where infectious contact rates are systematically amplified
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[113]. Empirically reconstructed contact networks suggest systematic variation

in infectious contact rates across countries, age groups, and other other sociode-

mographic factors [114].

Individual variation in rates of infectious contact can significantly alter pat-

terns of disease spread [22, 23, 24, 104, 103, 112] and theoretical models of

disease dynamics within and among cities (both individual-based simulations

[115, 102, 107, 104, 112, 116, 117] and metapopulation models [111, 118, 119,

120, 107, 108, 112]) have shown that heterogeneous contact patterns are poten-

tially important in determining urban epidemic dynamics. However, few stud-

ies have examined whether empirical variation in intra-city mobility patterns is

sufficient to drive detectable differences in epidemic dynamics among cities.

Here we use 2006 census data on the mobility patterns of 7,225,810 work-

ers in 48 cities to test whether cities differ enough in their mobility patterns to

generate differences in their risk of an epidemic. In the first part of the paper

we quantify differences in mobility patterns among cities, using heterogeneity

statistics and transportation models to examine whether cities vary systemati-

cally in the level of organization in their mobility patterns. In the second part

of the paper we use the commuting data to parameterize a basic model for the

spread of an airborne pathogen in each respective city, to test whether the ob-

served differences among cities in mobility patterns are sufficient to generate

significant differences among cities in the risk of an epidemic.
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4.2 Methods

We analyzed data from the 2006 Canadian census [121] on the commuting pat-

terns of every worker in 48 Canadian cities—a total of 7,225,810 individuals (Ta-

ble 1 in Appendix B). The data for each city are organized by census tract (CT)

and record the number of workers who live in CT i and work in CT j, denoted

Ti j. CTs are contiguous geographic areas where 2500-8000 people reside and are

typically the same area as a few city blocks. While the geographic area of a CT

is influenced by residential population density, the boundaries of CT are chosen

without regard to the number of individuals who travel to work there [122]. Let

ni =
∑

j Ti j represent the number of workers who reside in CT i. Let m j =
∑

i Ti j

represent the number of workers who travel to work in CT j. Let m̄ and σm rep-

resent the mean and standard deviation of m j in a given city. Let W =
∑

i
∑

j Ti j

represent the total number of workers in a city and N the total population of

the city across all CTs that have any workers. Lloyd’s “mean crowding” statis-

tic [123] m∗ = m̄ + σ2
m/m̄ − 1 measures worker density from the perspective of

workers in their workplaces: in a given city, m∗ is the average number of other

individuals who work in the same CT as a worker chosen at random, while m̄ is

the average worker density in a CT chosen at random.

To further characterize inter-city differences in human mobility patterns, we

compared how well the patterns for each city could be explained by alternative

transportation models [124]. These models respectively describe processes that

lead to different degrees of organization in human mobility. The models took

the form
〈
Ti j

〉
= pi jni, where pi j is the probability that an individual who resides

in CT i will travel to work in CT j, and
〈
Ti j

〉
denotes the expected number of

commuters between i and j under the transportation model specified by pi j. We
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first used a configuration model [22] for the inter-CT commuting network in

each city, which makes the neutral prediction that the probability that a worker

who resides in i will work in j is proportional to the total number of individual

workplaces in j. The configuration model is closely related to the gravity model

from transportation analysis, whose suitability for analyzing mobility data is

under debate [124] (see Appendix B). The second model we examined was the

newly-described radiation model [124] of transportation patterns, which mod-

ulates diffusive flow between two locations by accounting for the number of

potential destinations in the area between them. Both the configuration and

radiation model are parameter free.

We asked if the systematic differences in mobility patterns we discov-

ered were sufficient to cause differences in epidemic dynamics among cities

by using the commuting data to parameterize a stochastic, spatially-explicit,

individual-based model of airborne pathogen transmission for each city (see

Appendix B). Epidemic dynamics that result from home-work movements

can also be modelled using recently-developed metapopulation frameworks

[125, 120, 118, 119, 112]. These models aggregate individual behavior to con-

sider host mobility and disease spread patterns between subpopulations. Ac-

cordingly, in the Appendix B we explore the consequences of relaxing correla-

tions arising from the preservation of individual identities in our model.

To implement the model we first used the commuting data to estimate the

frequency of contact between each possible pair of workers in a city. We then

translated contact frequency into pairwise transmission hazard using a basic

model of within-host pathogen dynamics for acute infections. We did this for

a range of pathogen transmissibilities (here pathogen transmissibility, λ, ex-
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presses the strain-specific ratio between within-host pathogen load and trans-

mission hazard; log10(λ) ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}). Our model makes two assump-

tions: first, we assume that the spatial trajectories of humans in cities can be

predicted by their home and workplace locations, which is supported by recent

analyses of high-resolution data on the relocation patterns of cell phone users

[110]; second, we assume that excursions from an individual’s bed or work sta-

tion are governed by a stochastic process that is identically distributed across

cities. This leads to transmission patterns that conform to mass-action within

the radius of motion of an individual, but are determined by the commuting

data at the scale of a city. Although in reality cities are connected by inter-city

commuting, these connections are relatively weak compared to intra-city com-

muting, and we are testing the prediction that cities can have differences in epi-

demic dynamics generated endogenously by intracity mobility patterns. Thus

we model each city separately. If inter-city variability in commuting patterns

is sufficient to generate differences among cities in epidemic risk, our model of

transmission should predict different disease dynamics in different cities for the

same pathogen transmissibility.
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4.3 Results

The structure of the commuting matrix, Ti j, varies markedly both within and

among cities (Figure 4.1). A striking feature in these visualizations is the ap-

pearance of star shapes in some cites. Star shapes appear where commuting

flows originating from many distinct CTs are directed toward a single central-

ized work location. The crowding statistic m∗ can be used as a measure of the

prevalence of star shaped commuting patterns in a city because its value in-

creases with the level of aggregation in individual workplace locations [123].

We find that the average number of workers per CT, m̄, saturates rapidly as

N increases. In contrast, m∗, which then measures overdispersion in individual

workplace locations, exhibits a strong positive correlation with N. This indicates

that workers in larger cities tend to organize into a few extraordinarily popu-

lated work areas, while maintaining the same average number of workstations

per CT as smaller cities (Figure 4.2A). In other words, the prevalence of star

shaped commuting flows in a city is only weakly correlated with the average

number of people who work in a CT, but nonetheless varies strongly with total

population size, leading commuting patterns in larger cities to be more highly

organized around a few focal work locations. Cities also show marked size-

independent variation in m∗, evident in the the ratio of m∗ to the value predicted

by a regression of m∗ as a function N (Appendix B). In the 48 cities we analyzed,

m∗/m̂ (hereafter “excess heterogeneity in mobility patterns”) ranged from 0.43

to 3.07, a 7.14-fold difference. For two cities chosen at random, the average ratio

between the larger and smaller values of m∗/m̂ is 1.55. This size-independent

difference in mobility patterns is equivalent to the predicted size-dependent

difference (based on the regression line in figure 2a) that would result from a
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2.64-fold change in population size. Thus, differences unrelated to population

size are an important component of the variation in worker mobility patterns

between cities.

The configuration model explains much of the variation in commuting flow

in small cities, but its performance decreases systematically with N, indicating

that larger cities have increasingly highly-organized mobility patterns (Figure

4.2B). The fit of the gravity model is poorer than that of the configuration model,

but it exhibits the same trend of fitting smaller cities better than larger cities (see

Appendix B). The radiation model also shows systematic variation in perfor-

mance: as the fit of the configuration model declines, the performance of the

radiation model increases, performing relatively poorly in small cities and bet-

ter in larger ones (Figure 4.2B).

Cities with more organized commuting patterns (meaning a larger value of

m∗) are predicted to have a higher probability (P) of an epidemic following the

introduction of a single randomly-chosen infected individual (Figure 4.3A). This

relationship persists once the effects of population size on m∗ and P are removed:

among cities of the same size, increased excess heterogeneity in mobility pat-

terns is predicted to cause a significant increase in the risk of an epidemic, rela-

tive to the average risk for a city of that size (Figure 4.3B). The change in relative

risk produced by increasing excess heterogeneity in mobility patterns is greater

for pathogens with lower transmissibility. Less contagious pathogens also show

more variability in relative risk among cities.

The predicted number of individuals infected by the end of an epidemic, F,

also scales with the level of organization in commuting patterns (Figure 4.3C).

As with the probability of an epidemic, the influence of organized host mobility
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Figure 4.2: Systematic differences in worker mobility patterns among 48
Canadian cities. A: m̄, the mean number of workers per census
tract (CT) (triangles) and m∗, the average number of workers in
the same CT as a randomly chosen worker (circles), as a func-
tion of population size (N). The solid line shows m̂, the fitted
relationship between m∗ and N. The vertical distance between

the dashed lines spans
2σ
√
π

, where σ is the standard deviation

of m∗/m̂, showing the expected absolute difference in m∗ (on
a log10 scale) between two cities of the same size. The width
of the shaded polygon then shows what change in N would
produce that difference according to m̂. B: Variance explained
in each city by the configuration (squares) and radiation (dia-
monds) models of commuting flows.
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patterns on F is still significant once the effect of population size is removed

(by considering the effect of excess heterogeneity in mobility patterns on excess

infected - F/F̂; F̂ = wλN xλ ; Figure 4.3D). In sum, the simulations show that extant

differences among cities in the level of organization in human mobility patterns

are sufficient to significantly alter the risk and severity of an epidemic among

cities. The average magnitude and variability of this effect depends on pathogen

transmissibility.

4.4 Discussion

Larger cities depend on higher levels of organization that increase economies of

scale [61, 62]. Here we show that increasing organization in cities may also have

important consequences for the spread of infectious disease. Whereas epidemic

models have typically assumed that human populations are identically mixed

for the purposes of infectious contact, our results add to an increasing body of

empirical evidence that infectious contact rates in humans vary systematically

among populations [126, 114, 104]. Correspondingly, heterogeneities in human

mobility patterns can explain more of the variability in regional epidemic data

than analyses which posit identically mixed host populations [111, 127, 128] and

recent metapopulation models of disease spread have been developed to de-

scribe recurrent host movements and retain information on individual identity

[129, 112, 130].

An important direction for future work lies in understanding what signals

mobility patterns leave in city-level epidemic data when other important factors

are integrated into the analysis, such as inter-city variation in age distribution,
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immune history, or movements within and between cities not accounted for

by the commuting data. For instance, we simulated the epidemic dynamics of

each city independently, but movement of individuals among cities also affects

epidemic dynamics [131]. Another area for improvement is that the commut-

ing data we used represents only the movements of working adults, but the

dynamics of many respiratory infections depend on transmission among chil-

dren [132]. In addition to having different levels of susceptibility, younger age

groups can have different mobility and contact patterns [114]. We hypothesize,

however, that the transmission model described here approximates (albeit im-

precisely) the presence of children by creating contacts among working adults

who reside in the same CT. In addition, it is plausible that the mobility pat-

terns of children are similar across cities, so while transmission among children

is important, the mobility patterns of workers lead to differences among cities.

And differences in influenza dynamics among US states have been partially ex-

plained using only the movement patterns of workers [111].

Our results provide empirical support for the potential importance of con-

tact heterogeneity at the intra-city scale, and show new evidence that success-

fully forecasting epidemics in cities may require us to identify differences in

intra-city mobility patterns among cities of similar sizes. Conversely, increas-

ing numbers of infected in larger populations are not necessarily caused exclu-

sively by increases in the number of potential hosts. Instead, increases in the

level of heterogeneity in human mobility patterns in larger cities are sufficient

in themselves to significantly increase the risk and final size of epidemics. In

the face of limited infrastructure for rapidly implementing quarantine and vac-

cination policies to control the spread of emerging pathogens, an empirical link

between human mobility patterns and disease incidence at the scale of individ-
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ual cities may allow more effective containment strategies, which exploit pre-

dictable inter-city differences in the rate of disease transmission. Analyses that

connect detailed information on human contact patterns with city-level disease

data are required in order to test the importance to real epidemics of the sys-

tematic differences in mobility patterns we have described here [133].
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CHAPTER 5

POPULATION DYNAMICS, EVOLUTION, AND CONTROL OF

EMERGING CANINE INFLUENZA VIRUS IN THE UNITED STATES

5.1 Introduction

Respiratory pathogens that emerge as the result of host-range shifts can cause

serious epidemics in humans, livestock, and wild animals [134, 135, 136]. Two

recent pandemics in humans, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in

2003 and H1N1 influenza in 2009, involved host-range shifts in respiratory

zoonotic viruses [137, 138]. Importantly, however, such cross-species transmis-

sion events do not always result in pandemics. Rather, zoonoses emerging in

new host species tend to have patchy prevalence in space and time. As a result,

the probability that an emerging zoonosis will take hold in a new host popu-

lation has been difficult to assess a priori, limiting our capacity to use targeted

interventions to avert pandemics before they happen [139].

Several hypotheses explain the patchy distribution of a pathogen after a

host-range shift. First, the emerging pathogen may be poorly adapted for repli-

cation and onward transmission in the new host population. In this case, the

disease will have a lower basic reproductive number (R0 — the number of sec-

ondary infections caused by a typical infected individual in an entirely sus-

ceptible population) in the recipient host than its recent ancestor in the donor

host. Inefficient transmission following a spillover event may lead to “stutter-

ing chains” of infection marked by patchy patterns of disease prevalence inter-

spersed with stochastic fadeouts. As R0 declines toward 1.0 it becomes increas-

ingly likely that the new disease will die out altogether; conversely, a higher
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R0 increases the chances that a single spillover event will lead to self-sustaining

spread and an epidemic in the new host.

The second (and likely overlapping) hypothesis that explains prevalence

heterogeneity in emerging pathogens is that host populations exhibit both de-

mographic and environmental variability. In smaller host populations random

variations in the timing of individual birth, death, immigration and emigra-

tion events, as well as random variation in the timing of individual infections,

can have a profound effect on epidemic dynamics [140, 141, 142]. Emerging

pathogens that result from spillover into new hosts are by definition initially

confined to a small population, in the sense that the first infected individual(s)

will have limited numbers of potential contacts to whom they can spread the

disease. This makes the epidemic dynamics of emerging pathogens inherently

stochastic [21, 102].

Finally, evolutionary change in emerging pathogens can affect both their ba-

sic reproductive number, and their response to demographic and environmen-

tal variability. Pathogen evolution can push R0 upward toward or above 1.0

through repeated spillover events from the reservoir population, or through a

chain of transmission in the new host, either of which could lead to the selec-

tion of host-adaptive mutations. The occurrence of multiple outbreaks over time

may also increase the likelihood that the pathogen evolves toward a point when

it can be self-sustaining in the new host [142].

Recent analytical frameworks that unite the ecological and evolutionary dy-

namics of host-pathogen interactions can help to identify the processes that

drive epidemiological and phylogenetic patterns during and after host range

shifts [142, 141, 143]. We employ this approach to study the population dynam-
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ics, evolution and control of equine-H3N8 derived canine influenza virus (CIV)

in the US. CIV began from the transfer of a single H3N8 equine influenza (EIV)

to dogs from horses around 1999. Direct descendants of that virus been circulat-

ing continuously in dogs since that time [144, 145, 146]. CIV was first recognized

as the cause of disease in greyhounds in a training facility in Florida in 2004 and

was transferred to various states in the US with the racing greyhounds, eventu-

ally spreading to other breeds [144]. The hemagglutnin (HA) sequence in CIV

was genetically distinct from EIV by 2004, forming a monophyletic group with a

significant difference from its recent ancestor in EIV under pairwise nucleotide

sequence comparison [144]. There have been no reports of recombination of the

CIV with any other influenza viruses. Notably, there is also no evidence of CIV

transfer back to horses, nor onward to humans. Furthermore, although some

other H3N8 EIV spillovers from horses into dogs have been reported, those

consisted only of single infections or small outbreaks that died out quite quickly

[147].

Although CIV can readily transmit among dogs its prevalence remains

patchy [148, 149, 150], and it is enzootic in some regions of the US, while the

virus has so-far failed to establish after outbreaks outside of those enzootic re-

gions [151]. The overall seroprevalence in the pet dog population appears to be

low ( 3% or less depending on the region), with visits to canine daycare being

a risk factor [148, 150]. CIV enzootic regions are typically associated with large

animal shelters [152], and the movement of the virus to different parts of the US

is most likely associated with the transport of infected shelter dogs to facilities

in other regions where they may be more readily adopted.

In contrast to CIV, its recent ancestor the H3N8 EIV has been circulating
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widely in horses since before 1963 when it was first reported in Florida, having

most likely been introduced with horses from South America [153]. The virus

appears to spread continuously in many parts of North and South America, Eu-

rope, and Asia [154, 155, 156, 157]. EIV has been introduced into countries that

were previously free of the virus, including Australia and South Africa, causing

significant outbreaks that extended over large distances, although those were

controlled and the virus eradicated [158, 154]. Data from an outbreak in an un-

vaccinated population of racehorses places R0 for EIV at 10.18 (95% confidence

interval: 9.57 - 10.89) in that context. In contrast, the reproductive rate of EIV in

vaccinated populations of racehorses has been estimated to be between 1.4 and

2.3 [159]. EIV has experienced marked evolution in all gene segments since it

emerged, with evidence of antigenic variation in the HA gene, including geo-

graphic patterns in antigenic variation [160, 154, 161].

Although CIV and EIV are closely related, their epidemiology and evolu-

tionary dynamics differ, with EIV seemingly more successful, and less hetero-

geneously distributed. Moreover, EIV continues to spread despite considerable

control measures (particularly vaccination) whereas CIV retains a patchy distri-

bution in the absence of significant control measures. Studying the ecology and

phylogeny of CIV since its recent emergence from EIV will therefore help to elu-

cidate how host demography, disease dynamics, and pathogen evolution com-

bine to determine the prevalence patterns and risk posed by emerging zoonotic

pathogens.

Here we use standard models of pathogen spread and diversification to

combine individual-level data on the intake, output, and transfer rates of

dogs among US animal shelters, with CIV gene sequence data and available
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seroprevalence estimates, to examine what processes control transmission and

prevalence patterns in CIV, and to explore possible strategies for its eradication.

We hypothesize that CIV has a lower R0 than EIV, but persists through the pres-

ence of transmission hotspots, which rescue stuttering chains of transmission

that fade out in other populations. The putative hotspots are large animal shel-

ters in major metropolitan areas. After estimating R0 from all available data we

ask: are the population sizes of small shelters small enough to make fadeout

likely, and significantly more likely than in large shelters? Conversely, do large

shelters have good prospects of maintaining CIV in an enzootic state?

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Model

Our analysis is based on an S IR framework that models changes over time in the

number of dogs in a shelter who are susceptible (S ), infected (I), or removed (re-

covered and thus immune; R). Below we expand the model to consider multiple

shelters linked through the transfer of dogs, and to incorporate the dynamics of

an intervention program with a live-attenuated vaccine administered to dogs

on arrival.

We assume dogs arrive at a shelter of a given size at a rate of µ dogs per day.

Dogs leave at a per-capita rate of δ per dog per day, regardless of their state,

so the mean residence time in a shelter is 1/δ days. The number of dogs in a

shelter, N = S + I + R, is equal to µ/δ at equilibrium. Arrival and departure

rates are estimated empirically using individual-level records from 13 animal
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shelters of varying size across the US. The records comprise a total of 124,519

dogs, recording the date each individual arrived and left the shelter. In 8 of the

13 shelters, the data included whether or not the departure of the dog repre-

sented a transfer to another shelter. Arrival rate, µ, for a shelter was estimated

as the median number of dogs arriving in that shelter per day. Departure rate,

δ, for a shelter was estimated as the inverse of the median length of stay of dogs

in that shelter. When estimating arrival and departure rates we excluded dogs

who were admitted to the shelter in response to a euthanasia request, as these

dogs had systematically shorter residence times. We also excluded dogs whose

length of stay was greater than 40 days, as these represented rare atypical cases

(see Figure 5.2C,D).

We assume that dogs in a shelter have a constant rate of contact per day with

other dogs where the contact would be capable of spreading infection if one of

the dogs were infected. Assuming that contact between any pair of dogs in the

shelter is equally likely, the force of infection is given by λ = βP, where β is the

contact rate and P = I/N is the current prevalence of CIV in the shelter [162].

The rate of appearance of new infections is given by λS , and susceptible dogs

contract the disease an average of 1/λ days after entering the shelter. In this

framework, the basic reproductive number of the disease is R0 = β/(γ + δ), and

the disease only persists in the long run if R0 > 1, in which case equilibrium

prevalence is given by

P =
δ

γ + δ

(
1 −

1
R0

)
(5.1)

which is bounded above by δ/(γ + δ) as R0 becomes large (see Appendix C).

The infected class in our model represents the number of dogs with non-zero

viral loads, rather than those exhibiting clinical symptoms. Thus, we avoid in-
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cluding latent or asymptomatic classes in our model. We set γ = 1/7 because vi-

ral shedding continues for approximately seven days after inoculation [144]. Se-

roconversion for dogs infected with CIV also happens at approximately 7 days

[144]. Equilibrium seroprevalence is then given by R/N.

Variation among individuals in time of infection, recovery, arrival, and de-

parture causes variations in disease prevalence around the predicted long-term

average. These excursions from mean prevalence carry with them the risk of

visiting zero prevalence, leading to stochastic extinction of the disease. This

demographic stochasticity becomes increasingly pronounced in smaller popu-

lations. However, the critical population size below which disease dynamics

begin to significantly diverge from the long-term average through stochastic

fadeouts depends upon R0, and upon the turnover rate in the population. We

parameterize the stochastic SIR model with the demographic data to test the

impact of demographic stochasticity on the spread and maintenance of CIV in

animal shelters. We implement the model in continuous time at the level of

individual dogs using the Gillespie algorithm [163].

We estimated a posterior distribution for R0 given point seroprevalence data

and demographic data by using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method,

as follows. From the stochastic SIR model we simulated point seroprevalence

samples by observing the seropositivity of n randomly selected dogs from the

population at a given time. Point seroprevalence has the property of being

normally-distributed about the long-term equilibrium value given by the mean-

field model in our simulations (see Figure 5.3B). We then seek the posterior dis-

tribution of an unknown equilibrium seroprevalence at an actual shelter, given a

point seroprevalence estimate there. We estimate this distribution by sampling
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from the Gaussian distribution of deviations between point seroprevalence es-

timates and equilibrium seropreovalence, using the Metropolis-Hastings algo-

rithm [164]. Convergence was easily achieved using 10 chains run for 100000

steps each, with a burnin of 10%, and keeping every 100th step. From the pos-

terior distribution of equilibrium seroprevalence, we map to a posterior distri-

bution for R0 by inverting Equation 5.1.

5.2.2 Vaccination - inactivated or modified live intranasal

The model with vaccination dynamics includes two more compartments, count-

ing the number of dogs in each shelter who are vaccinated (V), and the number

of dogs who are infected despite vaccination (W). Vaccination reduces a dog’s

susceptibility to infection by decreasing the probability that a virus population

initially transferred through infectious contact will enter a phase of exponential

growth, prerequisite to significant viral shedding and clinical symptoms [165].

By reducing viral load and viral shedding, vaccination reduces the risk of infec-

tion in vaccinated dogs and reduces the infectiousness of a dog who becomes

infected despite vaccination. Vaccinated dogs thus experience a reduced force

of infection ελ, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, and, if they become infected, contribute to the force of

infection at a reduced rate 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1, leading to an overall force of infection of

λ = β(I + ωW)/N in population which has W vaccinated individuals who have

nonetheless become infected.

Dogs transition from S to V at a rate of α per dog per day. The term 1/α

measures the average time after entry/vaccination that a dog experiences the

vaccine-associated decrease in risk of infection from other dogs, and decreased
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infectiousness if they do become infected. Vaccination changes mean dynamics

by reducing R0 by a factor of 1 − K, where K is effective vaccination coverage.

K is given by (1 − κ)V/N, where κ = εω expresses the failure rate of the vaccine,

ranging from 0 for perfect vaccine, to 1 for an entirely ineffective one (see Ap-

pendix C). We use a step function for κ as a function of α, where κ goes from 1

to its post-vaccine value at 1/α days.

We also model the effects of a control strategy equivalent to inoculating some

dogs with a perfect vaccine, or to quarantine that partially or completely stops

the flow of susceptible dogs into the shelter. We do this by replacing susceptible

dogs with removed ones in the intake stream. Reducing the proportion of sus-

ceptible dogs in the intake stream to 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, while 1 − θ are already removed,

has the same effect as reducing R0 to θR0.

5.2.3 Metapopulation dynamics

The metapopulation model expands the stochastic S IR model for a single shel-

ter to describe multiple shelters whose dynamics are linked by the transfer of

dogs. As above, the model is implemented at the level individual dogs using

the Gillespie algorithm. Thus at each point in continuous time, each individual

in the model has a disease state (S ,I,R,V , or W) and a location in a given shel-

ter. The metapopulation is composed of shelters that vary in dog population

size, intake rate and output rate by sampling with replacement from the demo-

graphic data. Transfer probabilities are also based on the demographic data (see

Appendix C).

Although the CIV phylogenies show geographic localization (see Figure 1),
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the metapopulation model is spatially implicit, consistent with the level of de-

tail in the demographic data we used. That is, we currently do not have enough

data to parameterize even a simple spatially explicit model of dog movement

amongst shelters (such as a gravity model). However, even without includ-

ing spatial structure in transfer patterns, the metapopulation model reproduces

hotspot dynamics, based on transfer hierarchies driven by differences in shelter

size alone (see Figure 6). That is, large shelters receive the infection earlier, and

maintain it for longer, leading to a predicted spatially patchy distribution in CIV

prevalence, consistent with geographic localization. Thus we hypothesize that

each geographically distinct clade in the phylogeny is associated with one or

more large animal shelters.

5.2.4 Phylogenetic analysis, estimates of R, and phylogeogra-

phy

We obtained all available CIV HA1, NP and M gene segment sequences from

GenBank and by sequencing samples provided by the Animal Health Diag-

nostic Center (AHDC) at Cornell University. For the sequencing of the virus

samples obtained from AHDC we extracted viral RNA using Qiagen viral RNA

mini kit and synthesized cDNA using Avian Myeloblastosis Virus (AMV) re-

verse transcriptase and influenza universal primer Uni12. Three gene segments,

HA1, NP and M, were then amplified by PCR with gene specific primers (primer

sequences are available upon request) for all samples. The PCR products were

purified using EZNA Cycle-Pure Kit and sequenced by the Sanger method.

All sequences were aligned by MUSCLE v3.8.31[166] using default parame-
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ters, followed by manual adjustment. Phylogenetic trees of each gene were then

estimated using the maximum likelihood (ML) available in PhyML 3.0 [167] and

assuming the general time-reversible reversible (GTR) model of nucleotide sub-

stitution and a gamma distribution of among-site rate variation with 4 rate cat-

egories (i.e. the GTR+I+Γ4 model of nucleotide substitution) with SPR branch-

swapping. The robustness of the phylogeny was estimated using 1,000 boot-

strap replicates. Because of their greater availability, the analyses of evolution-

ary dynamics and phylogeography were only performed on the HA1 gene (see

below).

We used the HA1 sequences to estimate the effective reproductive number

of the virus, denoted R. By a common abuse of notation, R refers both to the

effective reproductive number of the virus, and to the number of removed in-

dividuals in the population under an S IR model. However it will be clear from

the context which is being referred to. To estimate the effective reproductive

number R from the CIV sequence data we utilized a total of 94 HA1 sequences

(alignment length = 1032 nt) sampled from various locations (states) in the USA

(Colorado, New York, Pennsylvania, Florida, California, Kentucky, Wyoming,

Philadelphia, South Carolina, Virginia, Vermont, Connecticut, Texas, and Iowa)

between 2003-2013. This data set included 40 sequences sampled from dog shel-

ters in New York between 2005-2012, which were analyzed separately using the

same protocols. First, we estimated the mean (and credible intervals) of R in

both data sets using the epidemiological birth-death method [168] available in

BEAST v1.7.5 [169]. This analysis utilized the Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano (HKY)

model of nucleotide substitution and a gamma distribution of among-site rate

variation (HKY+Γ4). To account for any rate variation in the data an uncor-

related lognormal relaxed molecular clock model was employed. Using the
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Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) framework available in BEAST,

100 million steps were run, sampling every 10,000 and removing 10% as burn-in.

Second, temporal changes in R were estimated using the more complex serial-

sampled birth-death (SSBD) model [143], available in BEAST v2.0 [170], again

using the HKY+Γ4 model but this time (to ensure statistical convergence) em-

ploying a strict molecular clock with a uniform distributed clock rate of 2× 10−3

(1×10−3 - 3×10−3) nucleotide substitutions per site, as this was found to be best-

fit to the data in epidemiological birth-death method. The MCMC was again

run for 100 million steps, sampling in the same way as described above.

To determine whether CIV was more clustered on the phylogenetic tree by

US state of sampling than expected by chance alone, we employed the As-

sociation Index (AI), Parsimony Score (PS) and Maximum Clade size (MC)

phylogeny-trait association statistics incorporated within the Bayesian Tip-

association Significance testing (BaTS) program [171]. Traits were defined as

the US state of sampling each sequence and phylogenetic uncertainty in the

data was incorporated by basing estimates on the posterior distribution of trees

obtained from the BEAST analysis (epidemiological birth-death method) de-

scribed above. In all cases, 1000 random permutations of sampling locations

were undertaken to create a null distribution for each statistic.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Phylogenetic Structure of CIV in the USA

To put the CIV sampled from animal shelters in a wider geographical context,

and to reveal movement of the virus on a continental scale, we determined the

HA1, M and NP gene sequences of recent CIV isolates, and combined those with

sequences available on GenBank through phylogenetic analysis. Viruses were

from various US states including Colorado, New York, Pennsylvania, Florida,

California, Kentucky, Wyoming, Philadelphia, South Carolina, Virginia, Ver-

mont, Connecticut, Texas, and Iowa. The most striking result of this analysis is

that CIV exhibits a marked geographical clustering by US state of sampling. In

particular, distinct clades were observed in New York, Pennsylvania, and Col-

orado, which represent our largest sampling sets (Figure 5.1). In addition, many

of the viruses from the North East states of Vermont, Connecticut, and New

Hampshire clustered with the viruses from New York, as well as a virus from

South Carolina, suggesting that those viruses were derived from New York.

This geographical clustering was confirmed in AI and PS phylogeny-trait asso-

ciation statistics [171], with significantly more clustering by US state of origin

than expected by chance alone across the data set as a whole (p = 0). In addi-

tion, the MC statistic reveals significant (p < 0.001) clustering in the individual

states of Colorado, New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont and Wyoming.
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Figure 5.1: Phylogenetic trees of HA1, NP and M sequences for EIV
(black) and CIV (colors). Boxes surround CIV clades compris-
ing two or more samples from the same US state. Branches
leading to CIV samples from the same location are colored
by location (New York, blue; Pennsylvania, orange; Colorado,
red). Branches leading to CIV samples from multiple locations
are colored grey.
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5.3.2 Epidemiological Dynamics of CIV in Shelter and Domes-

tic Dogs

Next, we investigated the epidemiological dynamics of CIV at the local scale,

in animal shelters. The majority of animal shelters in the US house relatively

small populations of dogs—the median dog population size in our sample of

shelters is 43—but a few shelters are much larger, housing hundreds of dogs.

In precise terms, the distribution of dog population sizes in our data is close to

a negative binomial distribution with mean 71.23 and standard deviation 82.24

(Figure 5.2A), which indicates significant overdispersion in population sizes rel-

ative to a homogeneous Poisson model. This overdispersion in host population

size is a potentially important characteristic for the epidemiology of CIV be-

cause it indicates the presence of a few extraordinarily large shelters where a

pathogen might persist more easily than in a host population of average size.

Larger shelters are fueled primarily by higher intake rates (Figure 5.2B), as me-

dian residence time of dogs does not vary significantly among shelters of differ-

ent sizes (Figure 5.2C). The median residence time of dogs across all shelters is

gamma distributed with a mean of 9.88 days and a standard deviation of 8.22

days (Figure 2D). Transfer rates among shelters appear relatively low—among

the eight shelters in our demographic data for which there was transfer infor-

mation the median proportion of outcomes that were transfers is 0.067 and the

mean is 0.1. Transfer probability is not correlated with dog population size in

our data.
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Figure 5.2: Demography of dogs in US animal shelters. A: Cumulative
distribution of median population size in each shelter (dashed
line) compared to a negative binomial distribution fitted to the
data (solid line). B: Intake rate as a function of population size.
Points show the median value for each shelter and vertical lines
enclose the interquartile range. Line shows fit by linear regres-
sion to log-transformed median intake rates. C Length of stay
as a function of shelter size. The slope of the dashed line does
not differ significantly from 0. D Cumulative distribution of
length of stay across all shelters (bars) compared to an expo-
nential distribution with mean rate 1/9.88 days −1 (solid line).
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Most dogs arriving to shelters are susceptible to CIV [148, 152]. The arrival

rate of susceptible dogs places an upper limit on CIV prevalence by continual di-

lution with uninfected individuals (Figure 5.3A). At the same time, the empiri-

cal data on arrival and departure rates indicate that large high throughput facili-

ties could fuel persistent infections by guaranteeing a supply of new susceptible

individuals, whereas in smaller facilities random variation in arrival, departure,

residence times, infection and recovery times are likely to cause stochastic fade-

outs of the disease. The magnitude of the impact of demographic stochasticity

depends on R0 and on the demography of the host population. For CIV in an-

imal shelters the stochastic simulations parameterized with demographic data

reveal that the impact of demographic stochasticity is considerable; the majority

of shelters are too small to maintain the virus in the long term at its present rate

of transmission (Figure 5.3B and Figure 5.4A).

A point seroprevalence estimate of 0.41 [152] from a large shelter where CIV

is enzootic, combined with the demographic data on dog intake and outcome

rates, yield a mean estimate for R0 of 3.9 for CIV in large animal shelters. The

posterior distribution of R0 has a median of 3.3, and a highest probability den-

sity (HPD - the central 95% of the posterior distribution) interval of extending

from 2.0 to 8.9 (Figure 5.3C). Our estimates for the effective reproductive num-

ber R, for both the USA as a whole, and New York specifically, estimated using

a phylodynamic method on HA1 sequence data, show considerable temporal

variation (Figure 5.3D). At the time when CIV was first recognized in 2004 the

posterior distribution of the effective reproductive number R (the average num-

ber of secondary cases actually produced by an infectious individual at a given

time during the epidemic) roughly matches that of R0, indicating an exponen-

tial spread rate of the disease. During the period 2004-2008 R drops to a value of
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1.0. A similar demographic signature—declining R to a value close to 1—was

observed in the New York data set. However, the wide 95% HPD values, re-

flecting the relatively small sample size (and with non-random sampling across

the US), means that caution should be exercised when interpreting the temporal

trend in effective reproductive rate. Across the USA as a whole the mean esti-

mate of R is currently 1.02 (95% HPD = 0.79,1.26), with a similar figure found

in New York (R = 1.06, 95% HPD = 0.72, 1.47). The low R observed toward the

present suggests that CIV has now reach an equilibrium, where stochastic fade-

outs associated with outbreaks are balanced with new infections in the large

animal shelters where it is enzootic.
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Figure 5.3: Seroprevalence, R0 and R for CIV, estimated from host de-
mographic data, seroprevalence data, and molecular data.
A: Saturating relationship between seroprevalence and R0 in
a stochastic SIR framework, parameterized from the shelter
intake and output data. Red line shows equilibrium sero-
prevalence predicted by the mean-field model. Points show
point seroprevalence estimates from the stochastic simulations,
where 74 dogs are sampled at random in a shelter with an av-
erage dog population of 134, corresponding to [152]. B: De-
viations of point seroprevalence estimates from the long-term
average (bars) compared to a normal distribution (line). C: Pos-
terior distribution of R0 based on an observed seroprevalence
of 0.41 in [152]. D: R for CIV, estimated by fitting a birth-
death skyline phylodynamic model to HA1 gene sequences.
The black line shows the mean estimate while the grey shaded
shows the highest probability density (HPD) range, encom-
passing 95% of the credible set of sampled values.
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5.3.3 Populations that sustain viral transmission

Using the shelter demography data, we simulated CIV outbreaks in shelters of a

realistic range of sizes, intake rates and output rates, and for varying levels of R0.

From these simulations we estimated the probability that a shelter (of a given

size) infected with a CIV virus (of a given R0) could maintain the virus for 100

days. The response surface for this experiment yielded a cutoff curve in the N-

R0 plane, below which fadeout was almost certain and above which persistence

was almost certain (Figure 5.4A). Interestingly, the posterior distribution for R0

and N straddles the boarder between persistence and stochastic fadeout. The

demographic and seroprevalence data thus indicate that CIV cannot persist in

the majority of shelters (the median N/R0 combination is below the cutoff for

persistence) but can persist in certain larger shelters (the joint distribution of

N and R0 extends beyond the cutoff). Figure 5.4B shows the effect of reducing

the inflow of susceptible dogs to effectively reduce R0 from 3.9 to one through a

vaccination or quarantine program.
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Figure 5.4: Demographics, persistence, spread rate and possible eradi-
cation of CIV. A: Dog population sizes in animal shelters and
within-shelter spread rates at which CIV can persist for at least
100 days according to present intake and output rates. The sur-
face shows a smoothed version of the outcome of 1000 simula-
tions conducted at random points within the plane described
by the figure. Darker shades correspond to higher probabili-
ties of persistence. Red symbols show features of the empirical
joint distribution for dog population size and R0 in shelters (see
Figures 5.1 and 5.2), including the median (hollow circle), mean
(filled circle), 2.5th percentile (minus sign) and 97.5th percentile
(plus sign). B: Results of an intervention that reduces the ar-
rival rate of susceptible individuals at a shelter to 1/3.9 its cur-
rent value, equivalent to reducing the mean estimate for R0 to
1.
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5.3.4 Control and Eradication Strategies

According to our analysis (based on the stochastic S IR model parameterized

with the demographic data and estimates of the basic reproductive number

from observed seroprevalence), a vaccination program with a live attenuated

influenza vaccine (LAIV) could eradicate CIV within 1-2 months if the vaccine

is administered to dogs immediately upon arrival to the shelter, and removes

them from the chain of transmission within 24 hours with 85% probability (here-

after “vaccine efficacy”; Figure 5.5A). A vaccine with an efficacy of 75% might

also efficiently eradicate CIV from isolated shelters, but transfers of dogs be-

tween shelters at the observed mean rate will allow CIV to persist through con-

nected chains of outbreaks (Figure 5.5B). Vaccine efficacies of 65% or less reduce

prevalence but are not predicted to lead to CIV eradication (Figure 5.5C).
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Figure 5.5: Predicted performance of a control program using a live-
attenuated vaccine administered to dogs on arrival in US an-
imal shelters. A: A vaccine that removes individuals from the
chain of transmission with 85% probability (κ=0.15) within 24h
(α=1 day) is predicted to eradicate CIV from shelters within
six months. The simulations used 100 shelters with dog pop-
ulation size, intake rate, and outtake rate jointly sampled with
replacement from the shelter demographics data, and R0 = 3.9.
White lines show medians and shaded areas enclose the 5th
to the 95th percentiles of the simulation data. B: Decreasing
vaccine efficacy to 75% can still achieve eradication in isolated
shelters (blue region, solid line), however shelters that transfer
dogs amongst themselves at the observed mean rate of τ = 0.1
would preserve CIV in a few shelters despite the vaccination
program (red region, dashed line). C: Further decreases in vac-
cine efficacy make eradication significantly less likely, particu-
larly if shelters are connected through the transfer of dogs.
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Turnover rates in most shelters are too high for an inactivated vaccine to

be effective, because inactivated influenza vaccines typically take more than a

week to generate immunity. Since the expected residence time of a dog in an an-

imal shelter is around 10 days, most dogs would leave the shelter, and have been

part of the chain of transmission, by the time an inactivated vaccine took effect.

Other control measures (e.g. quarantine, decrease in population size or changes

in population structure, anti-viral drugs) or combinations that accomplished the

same level of infection decrease would also have qualitatively similar effects to

vaccination.

We also used our epidemic model to explore the passage of CIV from an in-

fection in one large shelter to other shelters through the transfer of dogs (Figure

5.6A). The hotspot dynamics predicted by our model show regularities in the

way CIV spreads outward from a single shelter. Large shelters are predicted

to received the infection earlier, as well as maintaining it for longer, creating a

wave in the populations size—time-of infection plane (Figure 5.6B). The proba-

bility that single infection introduced to a susceptible shelter would start an epi-

demic that persisted for at least 100 days increases with population size (Figure

5.6C). For the median population size of 43 dogs the probability was approxi-

mately 0.5.
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Figure 5.6: A CIV invasion over multiple shelters, starting with an infec-
tion in a single large shelter. A: Each vertex represents an ani-
mal shelter with dog population size proportional to the area of
the circle. Edges show transfer of infection from shelter to shel-
ter over time through the movement of infected dogs. Edge
lengths are arbitrary. The data for this figure were produced
by simulating the metapopulation stochastic S IR model with
100 shelters for 100 days, starting with a single infection in the
largest shelter. Population sizes were sampled with replace-
ment from the shelter data. R0 = 3.9. Transfer probability is set
to the mean observed value of τ = 0.1. B: Large shelters tend
to receive the infection earlier (and more often) following an
outbreak at another shelter. C: Probability that CIV will persist
for 100 days in a shelter of a given size following the introduc-
tion of a single infected individual to an otherwise susceptible
population.
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5.4 Discussion

Since its emergence more than a decade ago, equine H3N8-derived CIV has

maintained a patchy distribution, confined to the US and often occurring in

sporadic short-lived outbreaks [151]. In contrast, strains of EIV H3N8 have

been widespread, with the virus spreading rapidly around much of the world

in horses since it emerged around 1963, repeatedly demonstrating its capacity

to transmit efficiently among horses, sometimes despite vaccination programs

[172, 159]. Our study investigates the processes that underlie heterogeneity

in CIV transmission and prevalence to understand the factors that determine

whether a zoonotic pathogen will take hold in a new host population follow-

ing a host range shift, and to examine possible eradication programs that could

eliminate the virus from dogs.

Our mean estimate of R0 = 3.9 in the large animals shelters is lower than

some estimates for EIV during outbreaks [173], but close to the upper bound

for estimates of human influenza transmission [174, 175]. It is also considerably

higher than that of pandemic H1N1 influenza in humans in 2009 (R0 = 1.4− 1.6)

which spread within weeks of its first recognition in humans [176]. Variation

in R0 among different viral strains and host species can be difficult to interpret

because of the many factors that can affect transmission and removal rates in

different settings. However, these comparisons do indicate that CIV has the

biological capacity to spread relatively efficiently among dogs given the right

conditions in the host population, although these may not exist outside of ani-

mal shelters.

Variability in our estimate of R0 is driven by several factors, including vari-
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ation in population size within and among shelters, variation in the residence

time of dogs in shelters, and variation in seroprevalence within a shelter over

time, due to stochastic fluctuations in the transmission and removal processes.

While the scarcity of seroprevalence estimates adds uncertainty to associated

estimates of R0, the extant data would be difficult to explain with values of R0

lower than our estimates. This is due to the rapid rate at which infected individ-

uals are replaced by new arriving susceptibles in the high throughput shelters

where CIV is enzootic. The low residence time of dogs in large, high-throughput

shelters thus indicates (consistent with previous results [152]) that individuals

in shelters where CIV is enzootic must acquire the infection within a few days of

arriving. This places a lower bound on probable values for R0 by constraining

estimates of the generation time of the infection, at least in the context of large

shelters [175].

Most US animal shelters do not provide conditions that favor persistence of

CIV in the long term. Rather, the demographic data indicate that most shelters

are too small, and import susceptible individuals too slowly to protect CIV from

stochastic extinction. Furthermore, observed transfer rates suggest the majority

of intakes and outputs are not associated with other shelters, so that shelter-

to-shelter transfer has not created an effectively larger population of multiple

shelters. While there are many millions of household dogs in the USA, it is

likely that those do not have infectious contact patterns that are sufficient to

maintain the virus in continuous transmission. Together, these results suggest

that the patchy distribution of CIV can be explained primarily by demographic

stochasticity in relatively small and/or disconnected host populations, rather

than by maladaptation of CIV to transmission in dogs.
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Phylogenetic analysis independently supports several key predictions of the

forgoing analysis. First, the phylogenetic analyses concur that CIV remains con-

fined to endemic hotspots, with transfers to other regions causing outbreaks that

are generally short-lived (and thus fail to establish new branches in the phy-

logeny outside of endemic locations). This is consistent with the demographic

and epidemic analysis showing CIV can only persist in relatively few large shel-

ters (see Figure 5.4A). Second, the mean and HPD interval for R in 2004 (when

CIV was first detected) from the phylogenetic analysis roughly matches the dis-

tribution of R0 from the stochastic SIR model and demographic data. The ini-

tial phase of an epidemic is usually associated with exponential growth (corre-

sponding to R = R0), and R must always be less than or equal to R0 by definition.

This makes the phylogenetic estimate of R in 2004 a conservative independent

assessment of R0.

The third concurrence between the demographic and phylogenetic analysis

involves the current estimate of R ≈ 1. While R0 in our analysis measures the re-

productive potential of the disease where it is enzootic, the phylodynamic esti-

mates of R reflects the net spread rate of CIV across the US as a whole, including

multiple shelters and the pet population. As such, R ≈ 1 indicates that on bal-

ance CIV is currently failing to persist where it is not already enzootic, which is

consistent with both epidemiological observations [151] and the predictions of

the demographic analysis which showed that most shelters are too small to sup-

port CIV in an endemic state (see Figure 5.4). Finally, the relatively low transfer

rate observed among shelters (on average about 10% of outcomes are transfers),

combined with the high risk of extinction for a CIV infection when transferred

to a new shelter (an average sized shelter would not allow CIV to persist), sug-

gests geographic segregation, which is supported by the phylogenetic analysis
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showing distinct viral clades in New York, Pennsylvania and Colorado, for each

gene analyzed.

The marked differences in R0 estimated within dog shelters (> 3) and the

current value of R across the USA as whole (≈ 1) also point to different se-

lection pressures in these different ecological circumstances. Specifically, in a

high-turnover population like a dog shelter natural selection (for transmission)

may favor a high viral titer in a short duration of infection, whereas in nature,

because dog populations are far more sparse, selection is more likely to favor

a longer duration of infection as this will maximize the chance of dog-to-dog

transmission. This suggests that the CIV and EIV viruses may show different

replication/transmission trade-offs due to their different host population struc-

tures, with very different outcomes for the spread of the viruses, despite their

close genetic similarity.

Understanding the conditions under which an emerging enzootic pathogen

can maintain itself in a new host population can lead to targeted strategies for

control and possibly eradication. Our simulations of CIV control—here we sug-

gest using a LAIV to compete for infection of incoming animals with circulating

wildtype viruses—indicate that eradication may be possible, but the success of

such an endeavor may depend on the rates at which dogs are transferred be-

tween animal shelters. For LAIV with moderate efficacy (≈ 75%), CIV may

be eradicated from most shelters, but persist overall through connected chain

of outbreaks, with large shelters serving as focal points for staging new infec-

tions elsewhere. Practically this suggests that LAIV vaccination programs for

CIV will be most successful if implemented at scale across multiple shelters and

that participating shelters should maintain vaccination even after CIV has been
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eliminated locally.

Our analyses necessarily involve significant uncertainties that would be re-

duced by more information on CIV prevalence and additional CIV sequence

data. A key area of uncertainty is transmission rates between pet dogs within

and among households whose contact patterns would differ significantly from

those of dogs in animal shelters. Working from first principles, if a proportion p

of contacts between infectious and susceptible dogs result in the infection being

transmitted, then the probability that an infected individual in the pet popula-

tion will first transmit the infection on their kth contact with a susceptible dog

is (1 − p)pk−1, which gives an expected value for k of 1 + p/(1 − p). Studies of

CIV transmission in comingling trials estimate p = 0.75 [149]. This suggests

that for a CIV lineage to avoid extinction in pet dogs, the average infected dog

must contact k = 1.33 susceptible individuals during the time they are infected.

Another approach that yields the same result is to recognize that if a proportion

p of contacts produce secondary infections, then R0 > 1 requires k > 1/p, again

translating to approximately two contacts per week for p = 0.75 It is evident

from common experience that while some pet dogs in the US are highly socia-

ble, others do not frequently interact with other dogs. Therefore, some pet dogs

probably achieve the minimum contact rate required to sustain CIV, but other

dogs probably do not. Higher contact rates than this minimum would be nec-

essary for CIV to actively spread among pet dogs, and to protect the virus from

stochastic extinction in the general dog population.

Despite limitations in the available data, our analyses reveal a coherent view

of the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of CIV. After approximately 15

years of continuous circulation among dogs in the US, CIV can be maintained
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only in relatively dense host populations with high inputs of susceptible indi-

viduals, despite a relatively high reproductive potential in that context. These

hotspots are weakly connected by migration, leading to geographic signatures

in the CIV phylogenies. Our analysis further indicates that most dog popu-

lations are too small or diffuse to independently support CIV at its current

level of transmissibility, explaining its current modest reproductive rate (R ≈ 1),

and consistent with the epidemiology of CIV, which is characterized primarily

by sporadic short-lived outbreaks outside of enzootic centers [151]. The de-

mographic gradient between dense high-throughput populations where CIV is

enzootic and smaller more diffuse populations where sporadic outbreaks may

occur creates hotspot dynamics that can facilitate pathogen evolution toward

higher transmissibility [25, 142], underscoring the potential role of urbanization

in elevating the risk posed by emerging infectious pathogens [177, 135, 63].

Although humans exposed to these viruses appear not to be commonly in-

fected (shown by serological testing) as the risk for human infection by either

the EIV or CIV are currently unknown, as we do not understand the host barri-

ers that restrict human infection, or the changes in the viruses that might allow

those barriers to be overcome. Here we therefore provide a strategy for the pre-

emptive eradication of an influenza A virus that is well adapted to mammals,

since if CIV did gain high transmissibility among household dogs much of the

human population would be directly exposed to the virus.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER THREE

A.1 Kernel-smoothing model

ṽi and v̊i are calculated as weighted averages of the actual caribou velocities in

the data:

ṽi =
∑
j∈Ω̃

pi jv j (A.1)

and

v̊i =
∑
j∈Ω̊

pi jv j (A.2)

where pi j represents the weights for a given kernel and bandwidths. We

used a tricubic function to determine the weights:

pi j ∝


(
1 − |di j|

3
)3
, j ∈ Ωi

0 otherwise
(A.3)

where the weights are normalized to satisfy
∑

j pi j = 1. We used a tricubic func-

tion because it has compact support, is relatively flat for most of its support and

is differentiable at the boundaries of its support [92]. A principal benefit of this

kernel is that it thus avoids little contributions from extremely distant caribou.

An alternate method for estimating advection fields from observations on the

movements of particles is given by [178].

We found the best kernel bandwidths given the data using a search with

cross-validation. The target was to maximize

R2 = 1 −
∑

i |vi − v̂i|
2∑

i |vi − v̄|2
(A.4)
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as a function of κ and τ (which determine the predicted velocity v̂i), where v̄ is

the global average velocity. This was ‘leave 10% out cross-validation’ where,

for a given set of parameters, we randomized the order of the data, divided

into 10 chunks, and used each possible set of 9 chunks to predict the one that

was left out. This resulted in 10 R2 values, which we then averaged to get the

performance of the model for that set of parameters. Searching to maximize R2

was done using the subplex algorithm [179, 180].

The focal observation i was not a member of any of its associated neigh-

borhoods. Where the neighborhood would have been empty, it was populated

with one randomly selected velocity from the entire dataset. Thus models with

increasing numbers of empty neighborhoods converge to R2 = 0 under cross-

validation.

Particle simulation

Time step for the particle simulations was set to h = 5 days, matching the cari-

bou data. At each time step in the simulations, the velocity of the particles was

calculated from the best-fitting advection diffusion model. The positions of the

particles were then updated using Equation (3.2).
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A.2 Properties of ψ for ensembles of random walkers

We begin with a group of N independent particles in a one-dimensional envi-

ronment, whose position at time t is given by

Xi,t = εt + δWi,t (A.5)

where Xi,t ∈ R is the location of the ith particle at time t and Wi,t represents a

Weiner process. The drift parameter ε represents the strength of the advection

field and δ controls the diffusion rate of the particles.

Particles are observed once at time 0 and then again at time t. Define the

velocity of the ith particle as

Vi,t = Xi,t − Xi,0 (A.6)

and the normalized velocity (direction) as

Ui,t =
Vi,t∣∣∣Vi,t

∣∣∣ (A.7)

where |.| represents the vector norm.

The order statistic ψ is defined as

ψt =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

i=1

Ui,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (A.8)

Assume without loss of generality that Xi,0 = 0 ∀i. Dropping the t subscript

N∑
i=1

Ui =

N∑
i=1

Ri −

N∑
i=1

Li (A.9)

where the indicator function Ri (or Li) are equal to one if the ith individual is

headed to the right (or left), and zero otherwise.
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The probability that an individual is heading to the right (in the direction of

the advection field), is determined by the strength of the advection field, ε, and

the diffusion rate, which is proportional to δ.

p = Pr [Vi > 0] (A.10)

= Pr [Xi > 0] (A.11)

= 1 − Φ(0) (A.12)

where Φ(.) is the cumulative distribution function for a normal distribution with

mean εt and variance δ2t.

For sufficiently large N,
∑N

i=1 Ui is normally distributed with mean µ = (2p −

1)N and variance σ2 = 4p(1 − p)N.

ψ is then distributed according to a folded normal distribution. Define

λ = σ

√
2
π

exp
(
−
µ2

2σ2

)
+ µ

(
1 − 2Φ

(
−
µ

σ

))
(A.13)

where Φ(.) here represents the cumulative distribution function of a standard

normal distribution with mean zero and variance one, in contrast to its param-

eterization above,

Then

E
[
ψ
]

=
1
N

E


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

Ui

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 (A.14)

=
λ

N
(A.15)

and

Var
[
ψ
]

=
1

N2 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

Ui

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 (A.16)

=
1

N2

(
µ2 + σ2 − λ2

)
(A.17)
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER FOUR

B.1 Transportation models

The gravity model predicts commuting flow between CTs i and j as proportional

to the product of powers of the total population of the source and destination

divided by some function of the distance between them〈
Ti j

〉
gravity

= α
Nβ

i Nγ
j

f
(
ri j

) (B.1)

where Ni ≥ ni is the total population size of CT i and ri j is equal to one plus the

distance between CTs i and j in km. We used two alternate forms for the distance

weighting function f (r) = rδ and f (r) = exp(δr).

The configuration model is given by〈
Ti j

〉
configuration

= ni pi j (B.2)

= ni
n j∑
j n j

(B.3)

and the radiation model by〈
Ti j

〉
radiation

= ni pi j (B.4)

= ni
NiN j

(Ni + si j)(Ni + N j + si j)
(B.5)

where si j is the total population within the circle of radius ri j with its center at i.

Both the configuration and radiation models are parameter free, and so did not

require fitting to the commuting data.

We fit the gravity models to the commuting data for each city by minimizing

R2
gravity =

∑
i
∑

j

(
T ′i j −

〈
T ′i j

〉)2

∑
i
∑

j

(
T ′i j − T̄ ′i j

)2 (B.6)
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as a function of the α, β,γ and δ, where T ′i j = log
(
Ti j + 1

)
and T̄ ′i j is the mean T ′i j

for a given city.

As with both the radiation and configuration models, the proportion of the

variance in commuting flows explained by both versions of the gravity model

varied systematical among cities (Figure B.1). As with the configuration model,

commuting flows in smaller cities more closely matched the predictions of the

gravity model.

B.2 Transmission model

To translate commuting patterns into epidemic predictions, we first used the

commuting data to estimate contact frequencies among each of the W2−W pairs

of workers in each city. We assumed the unobserved trajectory of a given indi-

vidual a, xa(t) ∈ R2, was generated by a mixed Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) pro-

cess. The mixing occurred by a stochastic process whereby individuals com-

muted between home (h) and work (w) states, with each state characterized

by an average location x̄a(s), s ∈ {h,w} unique to each individual. We think of

these coordinates as the location of an individual’s bed and workstation. These

individual-specific average locations were sampled from the commuting data

by first choosing a home and work CT for each individual, denoted ia and ja, as

(ia, ja) ∼ Ti j/W (B.7)

and then assigning random coordinates for x̄a(s) from within the respective CTs.

Thus, as the number of individuals became large, the location of each individ-

ual’s home and work were distributed identically to the commuting data.
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Let sa(t) represent a’s state (i.e. either at home or at work) at time t. The

actual trajectories are then seen as excursions from home or work locations

xa(t) = x̄a(sa(t)) + y(t) (B.8)

with the excursions, y(t), independently and identically distributed for each in-

dividual and determined by a 2D OU process:

d
dt

y(t) = −µy(t) + σz(t) (B.9)

where the relaxation coefficient µ determines how rapidly individuals return

from an excursion away from their state-specific average location (i.e. bed or

workstation) and σz(t) represents a white noise process with total power σ.

While individuals remain in a single state (i.e. either home or work), this yields

a Gaussian stationary distribution for location with standard deviation

ρ =

(
σ2

2µ

)1/2

(B.10)

Assuming the commuting process and excursions happen rapidly enough to

become ergodic, it can be shown that the frequency with which two individuals

a and b pass within an infective radius ε of each other is:

nab =
ε2

4ρ2

∑
sa∈h,w

∑
sb∈h,w

psa sb exp
(
−
||x̄a(si) − x̄a(s j)||2

4ρ2

)
(B.11)

where psa sb is the stationary distribution for the probability of finding two indi-

viduals in pairwise state sasb, and ε � ρ.

We model the pathogen load of an infected individual t days after expo-

sure using a basic model for acute infections[165]. In the model, pathogen load

initially increases exponentially at rate α to peak at a time t∗, then declines ex-
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ponentially at rate ω.

v(t) = v0


eα(t−t∗) , t ≤ t∗

eω(t−t∗) , t > t∗

(B.12)

Following the appearance of one or more infected individuals, the rate of dis-

ease spread is determined by the matrix of random variables τab, representing

the time elapsed between when individual a becomes infected (if that happens)

and when a first transmits the infection to b. We refer to τ = (τab) as the transmis-

sion network. We assume that each individual can only be infected once, that

a susceptible individual becomes infected the first time the pathogen is trans-

mitted to them, and that subsequent transmissions do not affect their state. We

let the distribution of τab be determined by a time-varying transmission hazard

proportional to v(t) and to nab. This is a model for airborne pathogens transmit-

ted by proximity between hosts.

Standard hazard analysis gives the distribution of τab as

P [τab ≤ t] = 1 − exp
(
−λnab

∫ t

0
v(t)dt

)
(B.13)

where λ converts units of pathogen load to transmission probability. For each

city and transmissibility level we drew two replicate values for each τab. Note

that

λnab = λ′
∑

sa∈h,w

∑
sb∈h,w

psa sb exp
(
−
||x̄a(si) − x̄a(s j)||2

4ρ2

)
(B.14)

where λ′ = λ
ε2

4ρ2 . Thus in our model varying the transmissibility λ is equivalent

to varying the ratio of the infectious radius to the radius of gyration of a host

around their state-specific average location.

We used the following parameters: α = 2 days−1, ω = −0.6 days−1, t∗ = 2 days,
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ε = 10 m, ρ = 100 m, psa sb = (0.5, 0.1, 0.1, 0.3) for pairwise states (hh, hw,wh,ww).

We controlled for the effect of the topology of the transmission network

given by τ on epidemic dynamics by running each simulation on three different

types of transmission networks: the “real” one, generated from the commuting

data; a transmission network constructed with the same data but with correla-

tions between home and work locations broken; and a network with the same

number of secondary transmissions for each individual as the real network, but

where contact identity was randomized, assembled using a configuration model

approach. The network made with the configuration model had a higher peak

attack rate—peak attack rate is defined as the maximum proportion of the simu-

lated population newly infected in a single day—than the network generated by

the actual commuting patterns (Figure B.2). This shows that the main way mo-

bility patterns affect epidemic dynamics in the simulations is by changing the

degree distribution of the contact network. Peak attack rate is also affected by

the fact that high-degree individuals are clustered in particular CTs and there-

fore preferentially link to each other; this feature is present in the “real” and “no

home-work correlations” networks, but not in the configuration model.

When analyzing the simulation results we excluded simulation runs where

the final epidemic size was < 5000, since these corresponded to small outbreaks

whose size was homogeneously random, and did not vary with N or m∗. For

the configuration model network, we calculated as a reference the basic repro-

ductive number of the simulated disease, representing the expected number of

secondary infections produced by the first infected individual in the popula-

tion, as R0 = k̄ + σ2
k/k̄ − 1 where k̄ and σk are the mean and standard deviation

in the number of secondary infections produced by a randomly chosen infected
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individual[181]. Closed formulae for R0 are not currently available for more

topologically complex networks (Figure B.3).
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Table B.1: Summary of cities used in our study

City N no. CTs Longitude Latitude

Abbotsford 158799 34 -122.30 49.08

Barrie 177061 32 -79.68 44.37

Belleville 91432 28 -77.47 44.16

Brantford 124607 27 -80.28 43.16

Calgary 1079310 202 -114.08 51.05

Chilliwack 80872 28 -121.92 49.16

Drummondville 78108 17 -72.48 45.88

Edmonton 1027636 217 -113.52 53.54

Fredericton 85688 25 -66.67 45.97

Granby 68318 17 -72.73 45.39

Greater Sudbury 158258 41 -81.01 46.53

Guelph 127009 29 -80.25 43.54

Halifax 372858 87 -63.58 44.69

Hamilton 690369 176 -79.84 43.26

Kamloops 91214 26 -120.33 50.70

Kelowna 128588 28 -119.48 49.88

Kingston 122669 33 -76.53 44.27

Kitchener 450110 91 -80.45 43.43

Lethbridge 95091 25 -112.84 49.73

London 457720 103 -81.25 42.95

Medicine Hat 68822 16 -110.64 50.03

Moncton 126424 27 -64.81 46.09

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

City N no. CTs Longitude Latitude

Montreal 2895225 705 -73.63 45.54

Nanaimo 92361 20 -123.98 49.19

North Bay 63424 20 -79.42 46.30

Oshawa 245039 54 -78.85 43.91

Ottawa - Gatineau 902616 200 -75.69 45.40

Peterborough 107167 25 -78.32 44.31

Prince George 83003 26 -122.74 53.91

Quebec 538883 130 -71.26 46.82

Red Deer 82772 16 -113.80 52.27

Regina 194971 52 -104.62 50.46

Saguenay 151643 37 -71.12 48.41

Saint John 122374 45 -66.06 45.31

Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu 87449 31 -73.28 45.32

Sarnia 87937 23 -82.37 42.97

Saskatoon 233893 51 -106.64 52.13

Sault Ste. Marie 80098 23 -84.31 46.53

Sherbrooke 161860 35 -71.92 45.38

St. Catharines - Niagara 390317 93 -79.20 43.08

St. John’s 134902 36 -52.78 47.54

Thunder Bay 122907 33 -89.25 48.41

Toronto 3736916 743 -79.47 43.72

Trois-Rivieres 121068 32 -72.54 46.36

Vancouver 1615843 312 -122.97 49.22

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

City N no. CTs Longitude Latitude

Victoria 284495 60 -123.39 48.46

Windsor 323342 70 -82.98 42.28

Winnipeg 694668 167 -97.14 49.89
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Figure B.1: Fit of the gravity model in each city as a function of popula-
tion size. We used alternate distance weighting functions ( f (r))
in the denominator. a: shows f (r) = rδ. b: shows f (r) = exp(δr)
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Figure B.2: Comparing the values of epidemic probes from the
simulations–the probability that a single initial infection
will spark an epidemic, peak attack rate and final attack rate–
across different network topologies–real, no home-work cor-
relations, and configuration model–for λ = 1 (triangles) and
λ = 10 (circles).
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Figure B.3: R0 on the configuration model network as a function of λ.
Points show median values across cities and simulation runs;
vertical lines go from the first quartile to the third quartile of
the distribution across cities and simulation runs.
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APPENDIX C

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER FIVE

C.1 Mean field model of a single shelter

Ṡ = µ − (λ + α + δ)S (C.1)

İ = λS − (γ + δ)I (C.2)

Ṙ = γ(I + W) − δR (C.3)

V̇ = αS − (ελ + δ)V (C.4)

Ẇ = ελV − (γ + δ)W (C.5)

where

λ =
β(I + ωW)

N
(C.6)

The base model without vaccination is a special case where α = 0, and V =

W = 0

Disease-free equilibrium

S =
µ

α + δ
(C.7)

V =
α

α + δ
N (C.8)

(C.9)

where N = µ/δ.
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C.2 R0 from mean field absent vaccination

We use the spectral radius method [182]. Let x represent the state vector for the

system, so that the ith element of x corresponds to the value of the ith state vari-

able. Let x0 represent the disease free state. Let Fi(x) be the rate of appearance

of new infected individuals into class i and Vi(x) represent the rate at which

infected individuals leave that class. Define the matrices F =
[
Fi j

]
and V =

[
Vi j

]
such that

Fi j =
∂Fi

∂x j
(x0) (C.10)

and

Vi j =
∂Fi

∂x j
(x0) (C.11)

where i and j cover only the classes of infected individuals. Then

R0 = ρ
(
FV−1

)
(C.12)

where ρ is the spectral radius of the resulting matrix.

Absent vaccination, we have

F =
β

N
S I (C.13)

and

V = (γ + δ)I (C.14)

This leads to

R0 =
β

γ + δ
(C.15)
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R0 from mean field, full model

Vaccine coverage, C, at the disease free equilibrium is

C ≡
V
N

= 1 −
S
N

=
α

α + δ
(C.16)

Then

F = β

 1 −C ω(1 −C)

εC εωC

 (C.17)

and

V = (γ + δ)

 1 0

0 1

 (C.18)

so

FV−1 =
β

γ + δ

 1 −C ω(1 −C)

εC εωC

 (C.19)

Letting R+
0 represent the R0 under vaccination, we have

R+
0 = ρ

(
FV−1

)
(C.20)

=
β

γ + δ
(1 + εωC −C) (C.21)

This can be made more familiar by substituting the vaccine-free R0 in place of

β/(γ + δ) and defining K as the effective coverage, adjusted for vaccine perfor-

mance,

K ≡ (1 − εω)C (C.22)

to yield

R+
0 = R0 (1 − K) (C.23)
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Endemic equilibrium absent vaccination

Starting with the I-nullcline

İ = 0 (C.24)

⇐⇒ S =
γ + δ

β
N (C.25)

⇐⇒
S
N

=
1
R0

(C.26)

Then the S-nullcline

Ṡ = 0 (C.27)

⇐⇒ I =
µN − δS N

βS
(C.28)

=
µ

β

N
S
−
δ

β
N (C.29)

Substituting in N/S = R0, the S-nullcline satisfies

I =
µ

β
R0 −

δ

β
N (C.30)

Prevalence

Prevalence at endemic equilibrium is given by

P ≡
I
N

(C.31)

=
δ

β
(R0 − 1) (C.32)

=
δ

γ + δ
−
δ

β
(C.33)

=
δ

γ + δ

(
1 −

1
R0

)
(C.34)
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C.3 Seroprevalence

Time to seroconversion is close to duration of viral shedding at around 7 days,

so we assume recovered individuals have seroconverted and infected individu-

als have not [149]. Equilibrium (long-term average) seroprevalence in a shelter

where CIV is endemic is thus given by

Z∗ ≡
R
N

(C.35)

= 1 − P − S/N (C.36)

= 1 −
δ

γ + δ

(
1 −

1
R0

)
−

1
R0

(C.37)

C.4 Metapopulation model

We have individual level data for 124,519 dogs from 13 animal shelters, span-

ning 2008 to 2013. Each row in the resulting data frame consists of the arrival

and departure dates of one dog from a specified shelter. The data also con-

tained a column giving information on outcome type, allowing us to exclude

dogs that were admitted as the result of euthanasia requests, as their residence

times were systematically lower than that over other dogs. In the ith shelter we

estimate the arrival rate µi as the median number of dogs arriving per day to

that shelter over the duration of the observation period. The departure rate in

shelter i is estimated by taking the inverse of the median length of stay for dogs

in that shelter over the duration of the observation period. Equilibrium shelter

population size for shelter i is then given as Ni = µi/δi. We reconstructed the

shelter’s actual population size over time by subtracting cumulative departures

from cumulative arrivals, and visually checked the stationarity of each shelter’s
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actual population size against the equilibrium value given by Ni. Eight shelters

recorded whether outcomes were transfers to other shelters. In each of these

eight shelters we calculated the proportion of all outcomes that were transfers.

The average of this value across shelters is τ = 0.1 (0.1 s.d). When estimating

intake, output, and transfer we excluded dogs whose length of stay was greater

than 40 days, as these represented rare atypical cases.

To parameterize the metapopulation model we need the arrival rate of dogs

to each shelter from each other shelter µi j. We also need the per-capita rate at

which shelter i transfers dogs to shelter j, δi j. Let µii represent arrivals that are

not transfers from another shelter (e.g. owner surrender) and let δii represent

the per-capita rate of outcomes that are not transfers to another shelter (e,g,.

adoption, euthanasia).

Here is how we go from the demographic data we have to the metapopu-

lation parameters we need. The mean per capita departure rate for the shelter

associated with a randomly chosen dog (which we have) satisfies

δi =

M∑
j=1

δi j (C.38)

where there are M shelters in the metapopulation.

A proportion τ of these outcomes are transfers to other shelters, and we have

an estimate of τ. Assume that shelters accept dogs transferred from other shel-

ters in the metapopulation proportional to the size of the recipient shelter, so

that large shelters accept more transfers than small ones. For shelter i, define

the proportion of the metapopulation outside of shelter i that resides in shelter

j as

pi j =
N j∑

k,i Nk
, j , i (C.39)
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which we can also calculate from the demographic data we have.

Assuming the metapopulation is closed, so that no dogs are transferred to

shelters not in the metapopulation, we get δi j as

δi j = τδi pi j, j , i (C.40)

Substituting into equation C.38 yields,

δii =

1 − τ M∑
j=1

pi j

 δi (C.41)

Now let µi j represent the number of dogs that arrive to shelter i from j per

day. Then

µi j = δ jiN j (C.42)

We assume that during transfers dogs are selected at random from the shelter

without regard to their disease state. Thus the probability that a susceptible dog

is transferred is S i/Ni and so on for the other classes.

Finally, we choose µii to balance the relation

µi =
∑

j

µi j (C.43)

where the left-hand side is given by data.

In contrast to µi j, the flow represented by µii is assumed to consist of entirely

susceptible dogs, because the prevalence of CIV among dogs not in animal shel-

ters is very low.

Our metapopulation approach ignores shelter proximity when calculating

transfer probabilities, because we have no data on how transfer rates vary with
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geographic distance. We therefore use the mean transfer rate τ as an appro-

priately simple first approximation for transfer dynamics among shelters. The

relative low mean transfer probability of τ = 0.1 suggests that transfer of dogs

among shelters may be infrequent enough to prevent panmixia. That is, on a

continuum from completely isolated to completely intermixed, dog populations

in animal shelters in the US are closer to being solitary than to being totally con-

nected. This is broadly consistent with finding of geographic segregation in the

phylogenetic data.
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